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KENNETH C. SEARSt AND CHARLES V. LAUGHLINT
Mississippi-Since the publication of the first instalment of this
article, additional information concerning Mississippi has been examined.
It is therefore necessary to revise and to some extent correct the previous
discussion concerning that state.2 5
The present constitution of Mississippi was adopted in 189o. Section
273 provides for amendments. The essential requirements are: (i) that a
proposed amendment shall be passed by a two-thirds vote of each house;
(2) that it shall be submitted at "an election," at which the people may
vote for or against each amendment separately; and (3) that if "a major-
ity of the qualified electors voting shall have voted for the proposed
change," then it shall be inserted as a part of the constitution at the next
succeeding session of the legislature.Y6
As far as is known there has been no interpretation by the Mississippi
courts of the expression "an election." Apparently, this would permit the
legislature to pass an act that would provide for the submission of consti-
tutiinal amendments at a specifically designated special election. Missis-
sippi has, despite its population of about two million, a very small and se-
lect group of voters at the general November elections in the even-num-
* Part II of an article, of which Part I appeared in the January, 1943, issue of this Review.
See io Univ. Chi. L. Rev. 142 (1943). This article is based upon original research by Charles V.
Laughlin. Owing to Mr. Laughlin's induction into the military service in September, 1942
,
before the article was in an appropriate form for publication, revision thereof was undertaken
by Professor Sears. This process of revision entailed additional research, and much of the text
was largely re-written. It is at Mr. Laughlin's instance that the primary credit for authorship
is attributed to Professor Sears.
t Professor of Law, University of Chicago.
I Of the Illinois Bar.
126 "Whenever two-thirds of each house of the legislature shall deem any change, alteration
or amendment necessary to this Constitution, such proposed amendment, change or alter-
ation shall be read and passed by two-thirds vote of each house, respectively on each day, for
three several days; public notice shall then be given by the secretary of state at least three
months preceding an election, at which the qualified electors shall vote directly for or against
such change, alteration or amendment, and if more than one amendment shall be submitted
at one time, they shall be submitted in such manner and form that the people may vote for or
against each amendment separately; and if it shall appear that a majority of the qualified
electors voting shall have voted for the proposed change, alteration or amendment, then it
shall be inserted at the next succeeding session of the legislature as a part of the Constitution
and not otherwise." Miss. Const. art. 15, § 273.
As to the meaning of the expression "passed by two-thirds vote of each house" see the
interpretation of a similar expression in the constitution of 1832. Green v. Weller, 32 Miss.
650, 33 Miss. Appendix (1856).
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bered years. This has been particularly true in the years when a president
was not elected. There has been no great difficulty in adopting amend-
ments in these even-numbered years. Accordingly, there has been, appar-
ently, no pressure to provide for the submission of amendments at a specif-
ically designated special election, where only those interested in voting on
amendments would vote. If, in the future, it should happen that the voters
at the general November elections in the even-numbered years should in-
crease so that they would be comparable in number to the voters in gen-
eral elections in northern and western states, then it is possible that Mis-
sissippi might have trouble in adopting amendments. If so, the device of a
specifically designated special election could be tried as a remedy. In the
meantime, it is to be remembered that Section 102 of the Mississippi con-
stitution provides that "all general elections for state and county officers
shall commence and be holden every four years, on the first Tuesday after
the first Monday in November, until altered by the law." But this section
does not provide that state and county officers shall be elected in even-
numbered years. And the Mississippi statutes provide that state and
county officers, all of them, apparently, except judges, shall be elected in
odd-numbered years.127 Thus, it would appear that the only officers elected
in November in the even-numbered years are the presidential electors,
members of the Congress, and state judges."81 Since Mississippi has been
invariably Democratic since reconstruction days, it is easy to understand
why the vote has been very small in the elections at which constitutional
amendments have usually been submitted, since i89o.
In a section dealing primarily with other requirements, these two sen-
tences were found: "Constitutional amendments shall be voted for at the
time fixed by the concurrent resolution. The election, whether held sepa-
rately or with other elections, shall be conducted, in all respects, as re-
quired for elections generally.'11 29 "The" concurrent resolution apparently
means the resolution which is used to pass the proposed amendment
through the legislature and submit it to the electors. These resolutions
have usually provided for a vote in the even-numbered years at the gen-
127 Miss. Code Ann. (1942) §§ 3237, 3238. In exceptional cases, apparently, municipal
elections have occurred on the second Tuesday in November in even-numbered years. Occasion-
ally this has been the same day as the first Tuesday after the first Monday. Miss. Code Ann.
(1930) § 2597. Cf. 1938 Supplement, ch. 5o, Sec. 273, and Miss. Code Ann. (1942) § 3764.
128 Miss. Code Ann. (1942) §§ 3297 (electors chosen during presidential year), 3302
(representatives in the Congress every even-numbered year), 3307 (U.S. senators), 3310
(judges of circuit and chancery court districts), 3313 (judges of the supreme court). Cf. Miss.
Const., Art. 5, § 143.
X29 Miss. Code Ann. (1942) § 3280.
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eral election on the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November.
The two sentences quoted tend to confirm the suggestion made previously
that in Mississippi amendments can be submitted at a specifically desig-
nated special election, if the legislature should so desire. However, it
would appear that the general November election in the even-numbered
years in Mississippi is not a contested election in any ordinary sense of
that expression. This is due'to the severe restrictions on voting,30 and
generally to the fact that for practical purposes Mississippi is a one-party
state. The real contests occur in the primaries and the run-off primaries.13'
So.it would seem at least reasonably accurate to conclude that the only
actual contest in the elections at which constitutional amendments are
submitted is that which arises over the adoption of the amendments. The
Democratic candidates are regarded as certain to be elected. Herein lies
one striking difference between Mississippi and Tennessee. In effect, elec-
tions in Mississippi, at which constitutional amendments are either adopt-
ed, not adopted, or defeated, are to a very large extent special elections.
And this seems to be the main explanation for the success that Mississippi
has had in amending its constitution.
Section 273 of the Mississippi constitution as adopted in 189 o provides
that if an amendment of it is ratified by the voters "it shall be inserted by
the next succeeding legislature as a part of this constitution, and not other-
wise." But this would appear to be a judicially non-enforcible constitu-
tional provision. If so, the "next succeeding legislature" can defy the
wishes of the voters and nothing can be done about it. In the Mississippi
Code (193o) and in the Annotated Code (1942) there appears this annota-
tion to Section 105 of the constitution: "An amendment eliminating the
foregoing section was submitted to the people by the legislature at the ses-
sion of 1894, see Laws 1894 ch. 43; an election was held in November,
1894, and seems to have resulted in favor of the elimination of the section,
but no action was taken by the legislature after the election." As a result,
Section io5 is still printed as a part of the Mississippi constitution.
The Mississippi legislature in 1898 submitted two amendments. One of
them concerned the powers of the commissioners of levee districts, and the
result is recorded in Table 8.132 The other proposed to eliminate five sec-
tions of the constitution and adopt one section in lieu thereof. The purpose
230 Miss. Code Ann. (1942) §§ 3235, 3236.
131 Miss. Code Ann. (1942) §§ 3109-3111. In i94o Roosevelt received x68,252 and Willkie
7,364. World Almanac 785 (1942).
132 See io Univ. Chi. L. Rev. x72 (1943). According to Mississippi, Laws, 19oo, p. 238, the
affirmative vote was 14,515, instead of 14,516, an immaterial difference.
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was to provide for an elective, instead of an appointive, judiciary. It was
provided, however, that this proposal should be submitted at the Novem-
ber, 1899, election instead of the November, 1898, election133 It was ap-
parently adopted, according to a resolution to insert it into the constitu-
tion, by a vote of 21,i69 for to 8,643 against." 4 But it was decided in
State v. Powell 35 that this amendment was invalid, because there were at
least four amendments submitted as one proposition, in violation of Sec-
tion 273 of the Mississippi constitution. It was also decided that the
amendment had not been ratified by the necessary majority. It was stated
in the defendant's plea, apparently accepted as correct in view of the de-
murrer to the plea by the state, that the amendment received 21,i69
votes, to 8,643 against it, but that in the same election there were 48,370
votes cast for governor. Thus, the vote for the amendment was less than
half of the vote for governor, to say nothing of the total vote at the elec-
tion. The supreme court interpreted the 189o constitutional provision that
an amendment is adopted "if it shall appear that a majority of the quali-
fied electors voting shall have voted for the proposed" amendment to re-
quire a majority of the total number voting at the election for any pur-
pose even though the i89o requirement was different from the provisions
in the three preceding Mississippi constitutions. The last two had re-
quired a majority of those voting "for members of the legislature." The
omission of the quoted words from the I89o constitution not only had not
weakened the requirement, but, as the court said, had "absolutely
strengthened" it.
The 1904 legislature submitted a constitutional amendment to elimi-
133 Mississippi, Laws, Spec. Sess., z898, chs. 83, 84, pp. 97, 98.
134 Mississippi, Laws, igoo, ch. 199, Pp. 236-237. The total vote was not stated in the
resolution to insert.
13' 77 Miss. 543, 27 So. 927 (goo). Accordingly, the second item in table 8 under the date of
i9oo should be regarded as corrected as herein indicated.
The Mississippi legislature in its igoo session submitted two amendments to the voters at
the November, 19oo, election. One concerned the disposition of the poll tax, and the other
provided for a new apportionment of senators and representatives. Mississippi, Laws, 59oo,
pp. 239-241. These amendments were not inserted "at the next succeeding session of the
legislature" as now provided by Section 273 of the Mississippi constitution; but they were in-
serted by the r9o4 session, and apparently this was in conformity with Sections 36 and 273 of
the constitution as then worded. The resolution to insert stated that the first one received
43,128 votes for and 7,733 against, and that the amendment had received "a majority of all
the legal votes polled at said election." The resolution to insert the second amendment stated
that the total vote cast at the election was 5X,238; that the vote for was 32,295 and the vote
against was 6,917; and that "the same was carried by a majority of 2,744 of all the legal votes
polled at said election." The latter part of the quoted statement seems erroneous. Instead of
the amendment having a majority of 2,744, it would appear to have had 6,675 more votes than
necessary for it to be ratified. In any event both amendments seem to have been adopted and
actually inserted. Mississippi, Laws, 1904, pp. 223-226. Neither is included in Table 8.
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nate Section io5 of the constitution.'16 No record concerning this amend-
ment has been found in later session acts; The normal inference from this
would be that the proposed amendment was either defeated or not adopt-
ed, and Section 1o5 still appears to be a part of the printed constitution137
In 19o8 an amendment concerning the grant of donations was inserted
into the constitution. It was duly submitted in 19o6 and the 19o8 legisla-
ture asserted that it had received 15,425 votes, to 1,267 against it, and
that it had "received a majority of all the legal votes polled at said elec-
tion." The total vote at the election was not set forth.138
The legislature of i9o8 submitted an amendment to provide for the in-
sertion of ratified constitutional amendments "at the next succeeding ses-
sion of the legislature" rather than "by the next succeeding legislature.' ' .39
Since no record of this proposal has been found in later session acts, it will
be assumed that it was either defeated or not adopted.
The Supreme Court of Mississippi in 1913 held that the amendment
submitted in r91o to provide for the election, rather than the appoint-
ment, of circuit and chancery court judges had been properly submitted
and adopted even though the amendment could have been divided into
two amendments, one providing for circuit court judges and the other
providing for chancery court judges. The court, in State v. Jones, expressly
refused to follow State v. Powell 40 to this logical but absurd extreme. 41
The initiative and referendum proposal of 1914 is listed in Table 8 as
"not adopted." This proposal was the subject of considerable litigation.
In Power v. Ratliif'42 the Mississippi Supreme Court refused to enjoin the
secretary of state from proceeding under the amendment to submit to the
voters in the 1916 election certain acts of the legislature for their decision
under the referendum provision. It held that there was no jurisdiction in
the court, but intimated no opinion as to the validity of the amendment.
In State v. Brantley143 the initiative and referendum amendment was
agair challenged. But in a per curiam opinion the supreme court, Sykes,
J., dissenting, merely held that a statute was not in effect. This statute
X36 Mississippi, Laws, i9o4, ch. 171, p. 223. This amendment is not listed in Table 8.
137 See the discussion, supra, concerning this same section and the amendment submitted
in 1894.
138 Mississippi, Laws, i9o6, ch. 238, p. 277. Ibid., 19o8, ch. 149, p. z68. This amendment is
not listed in Table 8.
139 Mississippi, Laws, i9oS, ch. 286, p. 259. Cf. Miss. Ann. Code, 1892, Section 273 of the
constitution. This amendment is not listed in Table 8.
X40 See note 135 supra. 742 112 Miss. 88, 72 So. 864 (igi6).
141 io6 Miss. 522, 64 So. 241 (193). '43 ii3 Miss. 786, 74 So. 662 (1917).
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had been referred, and the majority vote was against it. But the members
of the court were not agreed "upon any one reason that should be as-
signed" for their decision.
"On suggestion of error," Smith, C. J., later wrote an opinion for a ma-
jority of the court. He answered the argument that the initiative and refer-
endum amendment was invalid because (i) it had failed to receive a ma-
jority of the votes cast at the November 1914 election and (2) because the
amendment contained more than one proposition. His first answer was in
part:
.... that the original election returns transmitted to the secretary of state by the
election commissioners of the various counties disclose that x9,1.8 votes were cast in
favor of the amendment, 8,718 against it, and that the highest vote cast for any officer
voted for at the election was 37,583, but do not disclose the total number of votes cast
at the election, unless all of the voters voted for the officer receiving the highest num-
ber of votes. After the receipt of these returns, the secretary wrote a circular letter to
the election commissioners of each county, requesting them to reconvene and ascertain
and certify to him the total number of votes cast in each county, with which request
the election commissioners of all but six counties complied by certifying to the secre-
tary of state, not the number of votes counted by them in ascertaining the result of the
election, but the number of qualified electors who deposited ballots in the ballot boxes
as appeared from the list thereof made by the clerk of the election as each ballot was
deposited. The number of such qualified electors was 40,070. If the amended returns
are to govern, the amendment was rejected; and if they are not, it was ratified.
Then he stated that "the amended returns are of no value here; for they
show, not the number of 'qualified electors voting,' but simply the num-
ber thereof who appeared at the polls and deposited ballots, legal or other-
wise, in the ballot boxes, which ballots may or may not have been counted
by the managers or commissioners in ascertaining the result of the elec-
tion." Consequently, Judge Smith relied upon previous legislative prac-
tice and upon a presumption "that the highest number of votes cast for
any officer represents the total number of votes cast at the election."
Smith, C. J., for the majority, also disagreed with the second argument.
He followed "the liberal and common sense" interpretation in State v.
Jones, and refused to return to "the strict and narrow interpretation" in
State v. Powell. Thus, it was concluded that the initiative and referendum
amendment was properly inserted in the constitution.
Sykes, J., in dissenting, differentiated the Powell and the Jones cases,
and asserted that the amendment under consideration in this case was
unconstitutional because it was a "double amendment" submitted as one.
Holden, J., also wrote a dissenting opinion. He agreed with the point of
view stated by Judge Sykes. He also dissented because "a majority of the
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qualified electors voting at the election did not vote for it," i.e., the
initiative and referendum amendment. He believed that the amended
returns established "the truth to be that 40,070 Votes were cast at the
election." *44 Judge Holden, however, arrived at this conclusion in this
manner:
The effort of the majority opinion to discredit or undervalue these amended and
complete returns can find no support in reason or authority. The certified voting list
showing the registration of the names of the voters and that they voted by putting
their ballots in the box, is presumptive, and even conclusive, evidence of the total
number of votes cast at the election, and should prevail, unless the presumption is
rebutted and overcome by evidence to the contrary.
The clash between Smith, C. J., and Holden, J., on the proposition of
the "majority of the qualified electors voting" comes down to this: Smith,
C. J., relied on one presumption, while Holden, J., relied on another pre-
sumption. Neither presumption seems to be in accord with voting experi-
ence. Both appear to be artificial. Which should be preferred seems to be a
toss-up. Smith's presumption is the liberal one; it makes the process of
amending somewhat less restrictive, and it appears to be clear that Smith,
C. J., had that type of mind. Holden's presumption makes for a greater
restriction on amendment and for a more rigid constitution. It is clear that
Holden, J., had the latter type of mind. To him the Mississippi constitu-
tion was "that sacred instrument." He had very strong emotions against
the initiative and referendum amendment. He feared that it would seri-
ously impair "a government by the white man." In the opinion written by
Sykes, J., dissenting, there also appears language that seems to have the
same meaning.
Ii the Mississippi election of 1914, nine proposed amendments were
submitted to the voters. Seven of them were adopted by a majority of the
40,070 votes, the total vote cast according to Judge Holden. The initia-
tive and referendum amendment received a yes vote of 19,ii8, which was
less than a majority of this total vote. So, Judge Holden was of the opinion
that it had not been adopted. But what about the ninth amendment, for
reapportionment of senatorial districts? It received a yes vote of only
'44 No mention was made of the statement by Smith, C. J., that the election commissioners
of six counties failed to file corrected returns.
I In State v. Jackson, 119 Miss. 727, 81 So. I (1919), both the majority and the minority
opinions assume that the initiative and referendum amendment had become a part of the
Mississippi constitution.
Minnesota has also had trouble in determining the total vote cast at any election due to the
presence of illegal, blank, and unintelligible ballots. Hopkins v. Duluth, 8 Minn. 189, 83 N.W.
536 (igoo); Lodoen v. Warren, 118 Minn. 37r, 136 N.W. 1031 (1912); Eikmeier v. Steffen, 131
Minn. 287, '55 N.W. 92 (1915); Godward v. Minneapolis, i9° Minn. 5i, 250 N.W. 719 (1933)-
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19,249. judge Holden made the argument that the Mississippi legislature
in 1916 inserted the first seven amendments in the constitution, and in
doing so, asserted that each of them had received a majority of the quali-
fied electors voting at the November, 1914, election. He also stated that
the legislature made the same assertion concerning the reapportionment
amendment; but this statement is contrary to the record. Instead, the
legislative assertion was this: ".. . . that nineteen thousand two hundred
and forty-nine votes were cast in favor of said amendment, and eight
thousand six hundred and fifty votes were cast against said amendment;
said amendment having received a majority of all the legal votes polled at
said election': Therefore," etc. 45 Judge Holden insisted that the initiative
and referendum amendment had failed because it had not received at
least 2o,o36 votes. But he did not suggest that the reapportionment
amendment had failed for the same reason. On the contrary, he seems to
have accepted the legislative assertion concerning it, i.e., it had received
"a majority of all the legal votes polled." Judge Holden emphasized the
different sort of statement made by the legislature in the resolution in-
serting the initiative and referendum amendment, viz.: ". . . . i9,Ii8
votes were cast in favor of said amendment, and 8,718 votes were cast
against said amendment"; therefore be it resolved that said amendment is
inserted in the constitutionX46 Unless there is a vital difference between
the expression "a majority of the qualified electors voting" and the ex-
pression "a majority of all the legal votes polled," then the legislative as-
sertion concerning the reapportionment amendment was patently false.
Yet, the reapportionment amendment is a part of the Mississippi consti-
tution. 47 This probably proves that it was not a dangerous amendment;
but it is plain that the initiative and referendum amendment aroused
great fears in some white Mississippians.
In the September term, 1922, in Power v. Robertson, the Supreme
Court of Mississippi reversed its decision in State v. Brantley, and held
that the initiative and referendum amendment was not a part of the state
constitution, and that the amendment contained distinct subjects, which
were improperly submitted as a single amendment. Judges Ethridge and
Cook changed the votes they had cast in the Brantley case. Judges Hol-
den and Sykes agreed with them, and Judge Anderson, a new judge,
agreed with these four. That left only Judge Smith to dissent and thus re-
tain the position that he had previously taken. There was no comment in
145 Mississippi, Laws, 1916, ch. 16o, p. 221.
x46 Mississippi, Laws, 1916, ch. 159, p. 218.
147 See Miss. Const. Art. 13, § 255.
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Power v. Robertson on the debated question whether the initiative and
referendum had received sufficient votes for adoption, except that Judge
Holden repeated his belief that the amendment had not been adopted "by
a majority of the qualified electors voting at the election."' 48
An amendment to provide for the terms of office and for the election,
rather than the appointment, of levee commissioners by the governor was
submitted to the voters in 1920.,Table 8 shows that this amendment was
"not adopted." But the Mississippi legislature in February, 1922, before
Power v. Robertsoi' was decided, adopted a resolution that this amendment
had received 33,23614 9 Votes to 26,743 against it and that "having received
a majority of the qualified electors voting for or against the same" it was
inserted in the constitution x5 ° This conduct was followed by a request that
the supreme court overrule the second holding in State v. Powell, as dis-
cussed above. The court refused to do this and adhered to the view that
an amendment fails of adoption, if it fails to receive a majority of the
qualified electors voting at the election, even though it receives a majority
of those voting on the amendment. Then it was argued that there was no
provision in the Mississippi law "whereby the total vote cast at the elec-
tion may be determined." The court answered this by purporting to quote
from State v. Brantley as follows: "In the absence of a correct certification
of the number of electors voting at an election at which a constitutional
amendment is voted upon, the court must presume that the highest num-
ber of votes cast for any officer or measure represented the number of
votes cast at the election."''s Accordingly, it was held that the levee-com-
missioner amendment was not adopted. Yet, marvelous to state, this
amendment appears as part of the Mississippi constitution, 5' despite the
148 130 Miss' 188, 93 So. 769 (1922). This decision makes the statement in Table 8 that the
initiative and referendum was not adopted technically correct, but not for the reason assumed
in Table 8. The statement concerning the reapportionment amendment, discussed supra, is
erroneous, if we accept the legislative action concerning it. Apparently the supreme court
has never ruled upon the latter amendment.
Table 8, under the year 1918, lists the vote on an amendment to change the qualifications of
the governor. This amendment could not be located. Was it submitted under the initiative
before the initiative amendment was held ndt to be a part of the constitution?
149 The figure in Table 8 is 32,236, but this may be an error which for the purposes here con-
sidered is immaterial. In State v. Cato, 131 Miss. 719, 95 So. 691 (1923), yet other figures are
given; viz: 82,380, the "total" vote; i.e., "the highest number of votes cast for any candidate
or measure voted for at such election"; 33,238 for and 26,791 against the amendment.
'so Mississippi, Laws, 1922, ch. 155, p. z41.
is, Apparently, instead of quoting exactly from the overruled opinion of the majority in
State v. Brantley, supra note 143, the court quoted a headnote in the very case in which the
opinion was written; viz., State v. Cato, supra note 149.
"s Miss. Const. Art. 11, § 231. This has been corrected in Miss. Code Ann. (1942) Const.,
Art. II, § 231.
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fact that another amendment of this same Section 231 was submitted in
1924 and defeated xs and despite the further fact that practically the
same amendment was again submitted in I926114 and adopted and then
formally "inserted" in I928.Ys5 It seems, in conclusion, to be a fair com-
ment that attempting to determine the total number of voters in the even-
numbered years at the November elections has caused confusion in Mis-
sissippi and that the state would have been served better if it had been
held that under Section 273 of the 189o constitution an amendment could
be adopted by a majority of those voting on a particular amendmentY16
Nebraska-The history of the amendment of the Nebraska constitution
is of unusual interest. Its constitution of 1875 provided that proposed
amendments to the constitution "shall be submitted to the electors for ap-
proval or rejection" at "the next election of senators and representatives."
It also provided that "if a majority of the electors voting at such election
adopt such amendments, the same shall become a part of this constitu-
tion."1s7
This constitutional provision was interpreted by the Nebraska Su-
preme Court to mean that an amendment was not adopted even though it
received a majority of those voting on the amendment, when the number
voting for the amendment was less than a majority of those voting at the
general election for senators and representatives.'55 Under this interpreta-
1S3 Mississippi, Laws, 1924, ch. 144, p. 191. See Table 8, supra.
154 Mississippi, Laws, 1926, ch. 200, p. 311. See Table 8, supra.
I5 Mississippi, Laws, 1928, ch. 356, P. 45z. At the same session an amendment to Section
229 was inserted in the constitution, and yet it does not appear in the constitution printed in
the Mississippi Code for 1930. Perhaps someone who is more familiar with the Mississippi
legal system can explain these apparent contradictions. Correction has been made dn Miss.
Code Ann. (1942) Const., Art. II, § 229.
rS6 Mississippi, Laws, 1930, ch. 290, p. 73o, sets forth a proposed amendment to Section 211
of the constitution to be submitted in November, i93o. This is not recorded in Table 8, and no
further record concerning it has been found. It if was submitted, it was presumably defeated
or not adopted.
A similar statement is proper concerning a proposed gross income or gross sales tax, sub-
mitted in r936. Mississippi, General Laws, 2936, ch. 353, p. 622.
In 1938 two amendments were proposed. They were voted upon at the November, 1939,
election. On one, the vote was 57,326 for to 4,888 against; on the other, 58,354 for to 4,847
against. The total vote was not stated; but in one case it was asserted by the legislature that
the amendment had received a majority "of all the legal votes polled" and in the other case "a
majority of the legal votes polled." Both were formally inserted, even though one merely re-
pealed an existing section of the constitution. Mississippi, Laws, Ex. Sess., 1938, ch. 94, 95,
pp. 155, i56. Ibid., Gen. Laws, 294o, ch. 325, 326, pp. 579, 580.
'57 Neb. Ann. Stat. (Cobbey's, igiz) Article XVII, § i.
158 State v. Babcock, 17 Neb. 188, 22 N. W. 372 (i885). These were the assumed facts in the
case: 134,000 votes were cast for governor and other state officers; 32,ooo for senators and
representatives; 51,959 in favor of the constitutional amendment; and 17,766 against it.
Would it have been sufficient if the favorable vote on the amendment had been one-half of
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tion. Nebraska found it very difficult to amend its constitution. Of the
twenty-two amendments submitted from 1882 to 1896, inclusive, only one
was adopted.'-9 Four were defeated because they received fewer affirma-
tive votes than negative votes. The remaining seventeen were not adopted
even though they received more affirmative votes than negative votes.
Faced with this situation, the Nebraska legislature, contrary to the
Illinois General Assembly, determined to solve its problem. Accordingly
in i9o1 it amended a number of sections of its election laws and provided:
"A state convention of any political party may take action upon any con,
stitutional amendment, which is to be voted upon at the following election,
and said convention may declare for or against such amendment, and such
declaration shall be considered as a portion of their ticket to be filed with
the Secretary of State and by him certified to the various county clerks.' a6
It also enacted other provisions to make its main purpose effective, and
then it provided that if a voter "wishes to vote a straight party ticket he
shall make a cross in the circle at the right of the name of his party at the
head of the ballot, and his vote shall be considered as a vote for every can-
didate and endorsed constitutional amendment of that party on the bal-
lot."' 6' Then followed a provision by which a voter need not vote a straight
132,000 plus i? Or would it have been necessary for the amendment to have secured one-half
of 134,000 plus i? In the majority opinion there is languague that appears to assert both points
of view. Therefore, it would seem that the court did not carefully discriminate between the two
positions. Compare Rosewater, A Curious Chapter in Constitution-Changing, 36 Pol. Sci. Q.
409, 411 (1921), with the majority opinion in Tecumseh Nat'l. Bank v. Saunders, 5I Neb.
8oi, 8o5-8o6, 71 N.W. 779, 781 (I897), where the second position is asserted to be the correct
interpretation of the constitution: "to secure the adoption of an amendment to our con-
stitution it is necessary that the favorable votes be in excess of one-half of the highest aggre-
gate number of votes cast at said election, whether such highest number be for the selection
of an officer or upon the adoption of a proposition." Norval, J., in agreeing with this part of the
majority opinion, expressed this regret: "Taking the past as a criterion by which to foretell the
future, it would seem, under the construction adopted, it will be almost, if not quite, im-
possible to change the present constitution, however meritorious may be the amendment
proposed." Ibid., at 86 and 785. See State v. State Election Board, i8r Okla. 622, 75 P.
(2d) 86i, for pertinent comments on this Nebraska opinion.
159 With reference to this one adopted amendment it has been stated: "After having been
lost once, this was rescued and declared adopted upon re-submission two years later, thanks
to the dubious expedient of a 'recount,' the recount being made with liberal allowances by the
lawmakers who were to be the beneficiaries." Rose-water, op. cit. supra note 158, at 411. See,
also, Sheldon, 15 Am. Pol. Sci. Rev. 391 (1921).
z6o Neb. L. (1901) c. 29, § 3.
x
6
' Neb. L. (1gOI) C. 29, § 7. It should be observed that these laws of igoI made provision
for constitutional amendments. No mention of calling a constitutional convention appears.
See also Section ix, setting forth the instructions to voters, and Section 12, setting forth the
form of the official ballot that includes the mechanics by which party-circle voting on con-
stitutional amendments was made effective. Observe that the party circles are at the top of the
blanket ballot and that the constitutional amendments are at the bottom.
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ticket and also a provision by which a voter might vote a straight party
ticket with exceptions as to particular candidates or a particular constitu-
tional amendment.
In i903 Sections I4O and i6o of Chapter 26, which had been amended
in igoi, were again amended. These amendments provided that "ques-
tions to be submitted to the vote of the people" should be "printed above
the names of all candidates, and below the space for a straight party vote"
upon the regular blanket candidates' ballot. The only expressions on the
ballot under the 1903 amendment that were above the constitutional
amendments were the title of the ballot and the names of the political
parties which had candidates for office, followed in each instance by a
party circle. And above these party circles was this instruction: "To Vote
a Straight Ticket make a Cross within Your Party Circle. ' 62
In 1904 there was submitted to the voters of Nebraska a proposition for
calling a constitutional convention. This proposition was not adopted
since 75.7 per cent of the voters did not vote on the proposition. Victor
Rosewater, in his article entitled "A Curious Chapter in Constitution-
Changing," stated: "By oversight, probably, it [the party circle law] was
not employed in connection with the amendment submitted in Nebraska
in 1904, no action being taken by the party conventions of that year."') 63
It is submitted that Rosewater, even though a resident of Nebraska, made
two errors in this statement. In the first place, an amendment was not sub-
mitted in 1904. It was a proposition to call a constitutional c6nvention. 64
In the second place the Nebraska laws at that time did not permit party-
circle voting on a proposition to call a constitutional convention, even
though the statutory amendments passed in 1903 to a certain extent
squinted in that direction."6 s
The party-circle law was used successfully in 19o6.x66 In 1907 the Ne-
braska legislature enacted a primary election law. Section 35 of this law
provided that all proposed constitutional amendments should be printed
on the primary election ballots of all political parties, "and each elector
may declare himself in favor of or against any such amendments the same
as at such general election." It was also provided in this section that "If a
majority of the electors of any party voting upon such amendment shall
declare in favor of or against any such amendment, such declaration shall
t62Neb. L. (1903) c. 41. z4 Neb. L. (i9o3) c. i65.
163 Rosewater, op. cit. supra note (i58), at 413. z6s Notes i6o and i6i supra.
166 State v. Winnett, 78 Neb. 379, 395, irio N.W. 1113, ii8-i9 (19o7): "We conclude that
the constitutional amendment in question has been regularly adopted and has become a part
of the constitution of the state .......
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be considered as a portion of the ticket of such party.' 'xe7 Thus it was that
the legislature combined the party-circle law and primary-election law.
Constitutional amendments were first submitted to the voters in the pri-
mary, and then to the voters in the general election that followed. A voter
in the general election, if he voted without limitation in the party circle,
voted for or against each proposed constitutional amendment as a major-
ity of the voters in the primary in his party had voted. Under this scheme,
Nebraska, with a single exception,-6 succeeded in adopting all proposed
constitutional amendments until the election of I914. In that election, the
.three constitutional amendments submitted by the legislature were in-
dorsed in the primary election by a majority of the voters in the six par-
ties. Yet they failed to secure a majority of the totalvote in the general
election which -followed. The reason for this reversal of form is not clear.
One may guess that it was due to the unpopularity of one of the three
amendments, which proposed a progressive income tax. The voting in
6ther states which have been considered in this article supports the theory
that one may expect difficulty if a taxation amendment is submitted to
the voters. Why the opposition did not manifest itself in the primary vot-
ing is a question. Perhaps it took time and agitation to change the usual
complacency of the voters to an attitude of opposition. The significant
thing in the 1914 vote in the general election was the large increase in the
percentage of the negative vote. This would indicate a positive conviction
against at least one of the amendments proposed by the legislature in
1914. Therewas also in 1914 an amendment in favor of woman suffrage
proposed by the initiative process. It is rather significant that this amend-
ment for woman suffrage was defeated, i.e., it received more negative than
affirmative votes. Apparently, therefore, this amendment was an un-
popular one at that time, and together with the income-tax amendment
may have placed the voters in the frame of mind to oppose all propositions
at the 1914 election. The most significant conclusion to be drawn from the
1914 experience in Nebraska is that while the party-circle method of vot-
ing on constitutional amendments is an immense advantage, still there is
nothing inevitable about it. For three amendments indorsed by all parties
and submitted under the party circle were not adopted. And a fourth
amendment submitted without the aid of the party-circle device was de-
feated. This party-circle device should, therefore, be contrasted with' the
.67 Neb. L. (1907) 52, § 35-
.68 The failure of this amendment to be adopted in iio appears to be due to the fact that
it was defeated in the Democratic primary even though it carried in the primary voting of the
other four parties. See Rosewater, op. cit. supra note 158, at 416.
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device used in Alabama to adopt the "Birmingham Amendment"' 69 and
proposed by the Cook County Judicial Advisory Council in IllinoisY °0 It
does not appear that an amendment submitted under this latter device
could fail of adoption short of a political revolution. It will be observed
that in Nebraska in 1914 those not voting on the party-circle amendments
constituted more than 30 per cent of the total number of voters. But there
will be no nonvoters, whenever the Alabama and Illinois device is used.
In 1912 the Nebraska constitution was amended to provide for the initi-
ative and referendum. While this amendment was adopted by using the
party-circle method of voting, nevertheless the amendment as adopted
provided that: "All such measures [initiative or referendum] shall become
the law or a part of the constitution when approved by a majority of the
votes cast thereon, provided, the votes cast in favor of said initiative
measure or part of said Constitution shall constitute thirty-five per cent
(35%) of the total vote cast at said election, and not otherwise."'' 7 This
35 per cent provision made it more difficult, in theory at least, to adopt a
constitutional amendment by the initiative than to adopt with the help of
the party-circle device a constitutional amendment which had been pro-
posed by the legislature.
The constitutional amendment containing the initiative and referen-
dum also provided that "all propositions submitted in pursuance hereof
shall be submitted in a non-partisan manner and without any indication
or suggestion on the ballot that they had been approved or indorsed by
any political party or organization."'' 72 While this language does not di-
rectly forbid the use of the party-circle method of voting on initiated con-
stitutional amendments, that seems to be the purpose of the language. It
appears also that such was the administrative construction of the lan-
guage, because initiated constitutional amendments were not submitted
to a vote in the party primaries under the law of I9o7.173
After the initiative and referendum amendment was adopted in i912,
the Nebraska legislature in I9M3 passed an act to carry the amendment
into effect. Section 8 of this act provided that initiative and referendum
propositions should be printed off the blanket ballot "above and preceding
169 Laughlin, A.Study in Constitutional Rigidity. I, io Univ. Chi. L. Rev. 142, 147 (1943).
170 Ibid., at 153.
17, Neb. L. (191) 223, § id. This language was changed in 192o, but as far as the initiative
is concerned the change appears to be of no significance. Neb. Comp. St. (1929) Art. 3, § 4.
172 Neb. L. (Ig i) C. 223, § id.
X73 Information received from the Nebraska Secretary of State. Also, see Table in Rose-
water, op. cit. supra note i58, at 46.
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all party names and circles.' ' 7 4 This section also repeated the language of
the initiative and referendum constitutional amendment requiring the
submission of initiative and referendum propositions in a nonpartisan
manner and without indication of their approval by political parties or or-
ganizations.
In I9M7 the Nebraska legislature submitted to the voters the question
of calling a constitutional convention. 75 It also decided to make use of the
party-circle device, in order to prevent to a large extent nonvoters on the
proposition from defeating it. Accordingly, the legislature amended the
primary law of I9o71" to provide that the proposition for calling a conven-
tion should be presented in the primary in the same manner and with the
same results as was true with reference to constitutional amendments pro-
posed by the legislature.' 77 The convention was called, and one of its
amendments, which was adopted, changed the amending article of the
Nebraska constitution. Thereafter, in order to adopt a legislatively pro-
posed amendment, it was no longer necessary to secure for it a majority of
the electors voting in a general election. Instead, it was provided: "If a
majority of the blectors voting on any such amendment adopt the same,
it shall become a part of this constitution, provided the votes cast in favor
of such amendment shall not be less than thirty-five per cent of the total
votes cast at such election." It is a safe guess that the proviso clause was
copied from the initiative and referendum provision. Another change was
made, and it provided.that: "At such election said amendments shall be
submitted to the electors for approval or rejection upon a ballot separate
from that upon which the names of candidates appear."'' 7 This would ap-
pear to make it impossible to use the party-circle device on constitutional
amendments, and it was not thereafter used in Nebraska. But Section 2 of
Article XVI of the Nebraska Constitution which concerns the calling of a
constitutional convention was not amended, and there appears to be no
constitutional prohibition against the use of the party-circle for that lim-
ited purpose. For a time the statutes concerning elections seem confused;
the Nebraska legislature was slow in repealing the old laws that provided
for the party-circle device.' 9 The final step was the act of 1933, which
abolished the whole system of party-circle voting, even for candidates for
174 Neb. L. (I913) i59, § 8. See, also, the form of the ballot and the card of instructions to
voters in Neb. L. (i915) 31.
"7sNeb. L. (1917) 241.
X76Notes 163-67 supra. 178 Neb. Const. Art. i6, § i.
'77 Neb. L. (1917) 36. 179 Neb. Comp. St. (1929) c. 32, §§ 503, 504, 57, 1138.
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political offices., ° A wise state, Nebraska has been in this difficult situa-
tion. It found itself in a constitutional bog. It used the party-circle device
to get out by adopting the initiative and referendum and then by chang-
ing its constitutional method of submitting and adopting legislatively pro-
posed constitutional amendments. 18' Once out of the bog, it finally aban-
doned the use of the party circle completely. There were no results to re-
gret, no constitutional hangovers. Too bad that Illinois has not been equal-
ly wise! It has been said that in the long run people obtain the type of gov-
ernment that they deserve.
Table 9 presents the figures of the voting on constitutional propositions
in both the general elections and the primary elections in Nebraska.
Ohio-The history of constitutional proposals in Ohio from 1851 to
1902, inclusive, is similar to that of Illinois. The history of constitutional
proposals in Ohio from 1902 to 1912 reminds one of Nebraska. The con-
stitution of Ohio of 1851 provided that: "All elections shall be by bal-
lot.1'" ° This simple statement, however, did not require that the ballot
should be an official ballot prepared by a governmental agency. Accord-
ingly, it did not prohibit party organizations from preparing the ballots to
be used in elections. Likewise, it did not prohibit party organizations from
printing their ballots in the form they pleased, so far as constitutional pro-
posals were concerned. Thus, it was permissible for a party organization
to print only the affirmative of a constitutional proposition, and so all per-
sons using such a ballot would be voting for a constitutional proposal that
appeared on the ballot, unless they used care to mark it otherwise. Like-
wise, a party organization could print the negative and ignore the affirma-
ISO Neb. Comp. St. Supp. (1941) C. 32, §§ 503, 504.
181 The following quotation is from the Proceedings of the Constitutional Convention of
Nebraska (XgIg-2o) vol. r, pp. 667-668.
"fr. Norton: I think this amendment to the Constitution is a very important one. At the
present time it requires, as the chairman has stated, a majority vote at the election. As a re-
sult of that provision of the Constitution it has been necessary in the past, in order to secure
the adoption of amendments submitted by the legislature, to resort to party endorsements,
and count all straight party votes for the amendments; that has been the only way by which
we have been able to make a majority voting on the question equal or exceed a majority at the
election. I think one of the reasons the Committee had for providing for a separate ballot was
to remove the party endorsement of Constitutional Amendments, and that is certainly de-
sirable, because amending the Constitution by a straight party vote is not a desirable pro-
cedure, and I am certainly not in favor of this.
You will find one other change, and that is the thirty-five per cent provision which has been
added and which makes this provision the same in that regard as the one which provides for
initiating. The main importance of this proposal is that it will give the chance to adopt Con-
stitutional Amendments by a majority voting on the question."
See for a brief general discussion, Procedure of Amending the Nebraska Constitution, 22
Neb. L. Rev. 39 (1943).
200 Ohio Const. of i85i, art. 5, § 2, Ohio Code (1853), p. x5.
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TABLE 9182
Voting at
ElectionYear, Total Vote Cast Vote for Vote against' but Not
at Election, and Proposed Proposed Voting for Result
Description of Amendment Amendment or against
Pronosed Amendment"' s  Proposed
Amendment
1882: Total vote 89,o68'
Woman suffrage 25,756 5o,693 12,619 Defeated
(28.9%) (w6.9%) (i4.2%)
1884: Total vote i35,55
To fix terms and salaries 51,959 17,766 65,830 Not adopted
of members of legis- (38.3%) (13. o%) (48.7%)
lature
To create board of 22,297 44,448 68,8io Defeated
railway commissioners (16.4%) (32.8%) (50.7%)
1886: Total vote 138,238
To fix terms and sala- 72,497 22,135 43,606 Adopted
ries of members of (52.4%) (16.o%) (31.6%)
legislature'84'
i8go: Total vote 214,861
Prohibition 82,2"92 111,728 20,841 Defeated
(38.3%) (52.0%) (9.7%)
To license liquor traffic 75,462 91,084 48,315 Defeated
(35.1%) (42.4%) (22.8%)
To fix term of judges 86,418 53,022 75,421 Not adopted
of Supreme Court and (40.2%) (24.7%) (35. 1%)
to increase number of
judges
To increase salary of 69,192 61,519 84, r5o Not adopted
supreme court judges (32.2%) (28.6%) 38.9%))
1892: Total vote 2 o9 , 59 3 '
8
s
To create board of 8o,569 14,185 114,839 Not adopted
railway commissioners (38.4%) (6.8%) (54.8%)
Providing for the in- 89,050 ii,258 109,285 Not adopted
vestment of perma- (42.5%) (5.4%) (52.1%)
nent educational funds
1896: Total vote 2x7,763
To increase supreme 97,644 37,029 83,090 Not adopted
court to five justices (44.8%) W (7.%) (38.2%)
Legislature forbidden 61,119 48,533 1o8, i11 Not adopted
to change judicial (28.1%) (22.3%) (49.6%)
salaries more often
than once every four
years
18- Material in this table was taken from Nebraska Blue Book for 1942, pp. 86-87; 412-13,
and from Rosewater, op. cit. supra note 158.
' s All amendments prior to 1914 were proposed by the Nebraska legislature. In 1912 an
initiative and referendum amendment was adopted. Such of the amendments proposed after
1912, as were proposed by initiative petitions, will be indicated by an asterisk. Except for the
forty-one amendments submitted and adopted in 1920, none was submitted by a constitutional
convention.
184 The figures stated at this place are the figures given on the legislative recount. The
honesty of this recount vote has been challenged. See note i59 supra.
18s The recount figures of the 1892 election are used.
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TABLE 9-Continued
Voting at
Year, Total Vote Cast Election
at Election, and Vote for Vote against but Not
Description of Proposed Proposed Voting for Result
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45)377 1112,292(20.870) (51.60 )
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TABLE 9-Conlinued
Voting at
ElectionYear, Total Vote CastYearotal en a Vote for Vote against but Not
at Election, and Proposed - Proposed Voting for Result
Description of Amendment Amendment or against
Proposed Amendment Proposed
Amendment
i9o8: Total vote 271,491
Change in number of 214,218 16,271 41,002 Adopted
supreme court (79.0%) (6.0%) (15.o%)justices 86
To prescribe method of 213,000 14,395 44,096 Adopted
investing educational (78.5%) (5-3%) (I6.2%0)
funds,"7
i9io: Total vote 243,390
To limit suffrage to 100,450 74,878 68,o62 Not adopted
full citizens' (4 -3%) (30. 7%) (28.0%)
1912: Total vote 259,124
Initiative and referen- I89,200 I5,5I5 54,409 Adopted
dums' (73.0%) (6.o%) (21.0%)
Term and salary of 173,225 26,335 59,564 Adopted
legislators'9o (66.8%) (1o.2%) (23.o%)
To create board of 174,939 25,439 58,746 Adopted
commissioners of state (67.5%) (9.8%) (22.7%)
institutions'91
Biennial elections"9  I74,151 25,048 59,925 Adopted(67.2%) (9-7%) (23. - 51)
Home-rule charters for 164,579 32,041 62,504 Adopted
cities of more than (63.5%) (12-4%) (24.1%)
five thousand'93
1914: Total vote 246,941
Progressive income 88,o68 82,136 76,737 Not adopted
tax,94 (35.6%) (33-3%) (31.1%)
86 Republican primary, Yes 26,r53. No 7,824;
Democratic primary, Yes 12,716. No 5,947.
'52Republican primary, Yes 31,127. No 5,770;
Democratic primary, Yes 15,513. No 4,335.
"'8Republican primary, Yes 11,779. No 6,936;
Democratic primary, Yes ioo62. No 11,524.
"'9Republican primary, Yes 47,880. No 7,754;
Democratic primary, Yes 32,400. No 4,4II.
"'oRepublican primary, Yes 37,724. No 12,832;
Democratic primary, Yes 24,386. No' 8,570.
"'1 Republican primary, Yes 38,168. No 10,791;
Democratic primary, Yes 23,968. NO 7,683.
92 Republican primary, Yes 39,038. No 11,837;
Democratic primary, Yes 26,118. No 7,273.
193 Republican primary, Yes 33,700. No 15,007;
Democratic primary, Yes 23,397. No 8,895."
94 Republican primary, Yes'27,741. No 12,662;
Democratic primary, Yes 24,158. No 12,295.
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TABLE 9-Continued
Voting at




To permit jury verdicts 102,891 63,596 80,454 Not adopted
by 5/6 vote'95 (4X. 7%) (25.7%) (32.6%)
Proposed amendment 89,385 76,013 81,543 Not adopted
relating to salaries of (36. 2%) (30.98%) (33.0%)
executive officers9
6
Woman suffrage* 90,738 ioo,842 55,361 Defeated
(36.8%) (40.8%) (22.4%)
x9x6: Total vote 302,685
Prohibition* 146,574 117,532 38,579 Adopted
(48.4%) (38.8%) (12.8%)
To establish a pure- 91,215 105,993 105,477 Defeated
food department* (30.1%) (35.0%) (34-99)
r918: Total vote 225,717
Limiting suffrage to full 123,292 5i,6oo 50,825 Adopted
citizens"7 (54.6%) (22.9%) (22-5%)
To call a constitutional 121,830 44,491 59,396 Convention
convention (54.0%) (I9.7%) (26.3%) called"8s
1924: Total vote 471,6oo
Direct primaries and 163,932 228,485 79,183 Defeated
nonpartisan elections (34.8%) (48.4%) (6.8%)
2928: Total vote 554,762
Control of schools for 240,995 x85,410 228,357 Adopted
blind and deaf," (43-5%) (33-4%) (23.i%)
193o: Total vote 451,904
Amendment relating to 182,536 92,593 276,775 Adopted
liability of stock- (40.4%) (20.5%) (39.1%)
holders in failed
banks
"95 Republican primary, Yes 27,256. No 12,986;
Democratic primary, Yes 24,041. No 12,152.
z96 Republican primary, Yes 23,020. No 14,545;
Democratic primary, Yes 20,219. No 13,949.
'97 Rosewater, op. cit. supra note (158), does not present the primary vote on this amend-
ment; but there is no reason to believe that it was not approved in the primary voting. The
primary vote on the convention proposal was:
Republican primary, Yes 27,353. No 18,635;
Democratic primary, Yes 23,033. No 28,982.
,9 The convention met and proposed forty-one amendments, all of which were approved
by popular vote in 292o. Nebraska Blue Book 83 (1942).
199 This election was declared void by the Supreme Court. State v. Cline, i8 Neb. 25o,
224 N.W. 6 (1929).
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239,805 179,6oo 204,376 Adopted
(38.4%) (28.8%) (32.8%)
173,107 254,69 I96,°35 Defeated(27-89o) (40-A81o) (PI .4-7)
125,5 16o,8oi ioi,678 Defeated
(32-4%) (41.4%) (26.2%)
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tive. Also, there apparently was nothing to prevent a party organization
from printing both the affirmative and the negative of the proposition,
thus taking no position on the constitutional proposal. Furthermore, there
was nothing to require a party organization or any group or person who
prepared a ballot from entirely omitting a constitutional proposal from
that ballot.
Information has been obtained as to the practice of the political parties
in preparing their ballots in Ohio prior to 1891. In the Ohio constitutional
convention of 1912 Mr. Starbuck'Smith of Hamilton County made this
statement: "The old custom, as you will remember, from 1851 to 1891, was
for the political party machine to print a separate ballot and, if it saw fit,
to print the constitutional amendment right on the ballot with the party
ticket. The parties did this so that a man going in to cast his vote would
vote for the constitutional amendment that his political party desired. ' 20°
The importance of this method of preparing ballots on constitutional
proposals in Ohio becomes manifest when one considers the amending arti-
cle, i.e., Article XVI of the Ohio Constitution of 185i. This article pro-
vided for legislatively proposed constitutional amendments, for the calling
of a constitutional convention upon a resolution of the General Assembly,
and for the automatic submission of the question of calling a constitutional
convention every twenty years. Section i of Article XVI concerning con-
stitutional amendments provided that ". . . . if a majority of the electors,
voting at such election, shall adopt such amendments, the same shall be-
conie a part of the constitution." "Such election" was a general election,
viz., "the next election for Senators and Representatives. '202 Sections 2
and 3 contain similar requirements. This language of Section i was con-
strued to mean that an amendment failed of adoption, even though it re-
ceived more affirmative than negative votes, when it failed to receive a
majority of the total number of electors voting in the general election.203
This provision, therefore, is the same restrictive provision that appears in
the Illinois constitution and the constitutions of the five other states
which are being considered. °4
During the period of forty years from 1851 to 189i, twenty-five consti-
20' 2 Proceedings and Debates of the Const. Convention of Ohio 1366 (1912). Mr. Smith
also stated: "We have adopted some constitutional amendments in Ohio, but they have been
adopted because the political parties wanted them."
202 Ohio Code (1853), p. 26.
2o3 State v. Foraker, 46 Ohio St. 677, 23 N.E. 491 (1889). The proposed amendment con-
sidered in that case was the one submitted in 1889 to provide for biennial elections. See Table
10.
204 See zo Univ. Chi. L. Rev. 142 (1943).
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tutional proposals were submitted to the voters of Ohio. Seven were adopt-
ed, but twelve were not adopted, even though they received a favorable
majority of those voting on the propositions. Six of the propositions were
defeated. Table io presents the figures. It will be observed that four of the
seven proposals adopted, were adopted in the election of 1885.
It is interesting to observe that on the amendment submitted in 1867
all but 2.5 per cent of the voters expressed themselves on the amendment.
Also observe that in 1871 and in i885 more than 8o per cent of the voters
expressed themselves on the constitutional propositions except one. Such
heavy voting would indicate that party organizations had taken a posi-
tion on the propositions and had printed this on the ballots which they
had prepared.
But it is unnecessary to speculate. 'Galbreath in his comprehensive
History of Ohio has explained the method by which all six amendments
were adopted before 189i. Concerning the supreme court commission
amendment adopted in 1875 he states:2 0 7 "The two leading political par-
ties united in an effort to pass this amendment. Practically all the news-
papers of the state favored it and the speakers of both parties, in the stir-
ring campaign of 1875, paused long enough in their partisan appeals to
urge all voters to support it."
Relative to the adoption of the judiciary amendment in 1883, Gal-
breath gives a more detailed explanation:08
The amendment was but little-discussed in the campaign of 1883. Popular interests
centered in two other amendments, relating to the prohibition and regulation of the
liquor traffic, and yet the amendment relating to the judiciary carried easily, while
those relating to the liquor traffic failed.
The following extract from an editorial in the Ohio State Journal explains why the
judiciary amendment had such "plain sailing":
"The constitutional amendment proposing a change in the state judiciary has had
pretty plain sailing thus far, and arrangements having been made whereby 'Judicial
amendment, Yes' appears on the ticket of both parties, it will doubtless be adopted.
The State Bar Association, after a discussion of the proppsed measure, decided to
adopt it and advocate it, and lawyers generally have pronounced in favor of it, as far
as they have taken any position at all in regard to it."
This reveals the plan to catch the indifferent and uninformed voter at an election




207 2 Galbreath, History of Ohio 91 (1925).
2o8 Ibid., at 91-92.





ElectionYear, Total Vote Cast Vote for Vote against but NotProposed Proposed Voting for ResultDescription of Amendment Amendment or againstProposed Amendment Proposed
Amendment
1857: Total vote2°6 332,126
Annual sessions of ii ,202 31,890 149,034 Not adopted
General Assembly (45.5%) (9- 6%) (44-9%)
To give General As- 123,229 35,973 172,924 Not adopted
sembly more control (37.1%) (10.87) (52.17%)
over corporations
Equality of individual 16o,470 20,609 151,047 Not adopted
and bank taxation (48.3%) (6.2%) (45-5%)
Single legislative dis- 147,26o 32,657 152,209 Not adopted
tricts (44-3%) (9.8%) (45.9%)
Proposed amendment 156,646 30,039 145,44, Not adopted
changing district (47-2%) (9 .o%) (43.8%)
court
2859: Total vote 355,794
Annual sessions of io,I78 75,394 179,222 Not adopted
General Assembly (28.4%) (2r.2%) (50.4%)
1867: Total vote 484,227
Suffrage restrictions 216,987 255,340 I1,900 Defeated
(44.8%) (52.7%) (2.5%)
x871: Total vote 459,990
Proposed constitutional 267,618 104,231 88,141 Adopted
convention (58.2%) (22.6%) (19.2%)
1875: Total vote 595,248
Dog tax 278,005 73,8o 243,442 Not adopted
(46.7%) (312.4%) (40.9%)
Supreme court com- 339,076 98,56i 157,611 Adopted
mission (57-0%) (i6.6%) (26.4%)
1877: Total vote 557,503
Judiciary amendment 54,896 268,478 234,I29 Defeated
(9.8%) (48.2%) (42.0%)
1879: Total vote 670,711
Change of time of 166,285 158,642 345,784 Not adopted
election of members (24.8%) (23-6%) (51- 6%)
of General Assembly
20S This table and Tables ii, 12, 23, and 24 were compiled from information in Patterson,
The Constitutions of Ohio and Allied Documents 61-299 (I922). Many of the votes are also
recorded in Galbreath, op. cit. infra note 207, at 68-94. There are discrepancies in the two
reports, but for our purposes they are not material. Valuable assistance was rendered by
Professor Paul Kelso of Ohio State University.
206 All elections referred to in these tables were general elections. The constitution of 2851
specified that constitutional amendments should be submitted to popular vote at the elections
of members of the state legislature. Such elections occurred in odd-numbered years until after
an amendment adopted in 29o5.
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at Election, and Proposed Proposed Voting for Result




Change of time of j62,728 155,257 352,726 Not adopted
election of state (24.3%) (23.1%) (52.6%)
officials
Change of time of 197,223 130,455 343,033 Not adopted
election of township (29.4%) (i9.5%) (51.%)
trustees
Judiciary amendment x59,630 163,639 347,442 Defeated(23. 8%) (24-4%/) (51.89o)
1883: Total vote 721,310
Regulation and taxation 99,238 288,605 333,467 Defeated
of liquor traffic (I3.8%) (40.0%) (46.2%)
Prohibition of liquor 323,129 226,595 171,586 Not adopted
traffic (44.8%) (31.4%) (23.8%)
Judiciary amendment 400,919 I44,335 176,o56 Adopted(55 .6%) (20.0%/) (24-4%)
1885: Total vote 733,967
To change fall elections 538,858 53,177 141,932 Adopted
of members of (73-4%) (7-3%) (i9.3%)
General Assembly to
November
To change fall elections 536,273 53,223 144,471 Adopted
of state officials to (73.1%) (7.2%) (i9.7%)
November
To change fall elections 534,660 53,629 145,678 Adopted
of county officials to (72.8%) (7-.3%) (ig.9%)
November
Election and term of 469,1i3 59,929 204,925 Adopted
township, officials (63.9%) (8.2%) (27.9%)
x889: Total vote 780,304
Giving General Assem- 245,438 273,268 261,598 Defeated
bly power over tax- (3 .5%) (35 .0%) (33.5%)
ation
Proposed single legis- 245,444 259,420 275,440 Defeated
lative district (31.4%) (33.3%) (35-3%)
Biennial elections 257,662 254,215 268,427 Not adopted(33.-016) (32.6%0) (34.47o)
and permitting the voter to express his preference by striking out one of the two, by-
mutual arrangemert the political parties placed on each- ballot
Judicial amendment, Yes.
This arrangement was denounced by Judge Rufus R. Ranney in a letter to the'
Cleveland Leader. After an argument against the amendment on its merits, Judge
Ranney stated: ". .... But leaving all this aside, I certainly should not have felt myself
called upon to more than deposit my vote against the scheme, if an equal opportunity
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were afforded those who favor or oppose it to express their wishes at the ballot box in
acc6rdance with the legislative resolution submitting it, which expressly requires the
affirmative or negative to be placed upon the ballot as the elector may desire to vote.
"I am now, however, informed (whether correctly or not I can not say) that an
understanding between the committees of the several political parties exists, by which
affirmation only is to be printed upon the ballots to be used at the election. If such a
conspiracy really exists and is attempted to be carried out, I have no hesitation in de-
daring it a base fraud and imposition upon the electors and an attempt to change
the constitution by a species of juggling without the free consent of the majority of
th em .... ."
The revelation of the clever arrangement of the political leaders did .not affect the
result of the election, and the judicial amendment easily prevailed, the vote standing:
Total 731,31o Necessary 365,656 For 4oo,919 Against i44,335
Four amendments were adopted in 1885. Concerning at least three of
them and probably all of them, Galbreath makes this comment.2° 9 "They
were all submitted in the same manner as the judiciary aiaendment of
1883, and by mutual agreement of political parties only the affirmative
votes were printed on the ballots."
In 1891, Ohio adopted a revised Australian ballot law. Section 14 of this
law provided: "Whenever the approval of a constitutional amendment or
other question is to be submitted to a vote of the people, such question
shall be printed on the ballot after the list of candidates. '=I2 Thus, Ohio
attempted to solve the problem of submitting constitutional proposals in
the same way that Illinois attempted to solve it in the same year.2 1 x This
attempt proved to be a failure in both states. In the elections of 1891 and
1893 four proposed constitutional propositions were submitted. As shown
by Table ii, one for a convention was defeated. The three amendments
were not adopted even though they received approximately four times as
many affirmative votes as negative. These were the only two elections on
constitutional proposals in Ohio after the adoption of the revised Austral-
ian ballot law until 1903.
On May 2, 1902, the Ohio General Assembly passed an act which came
to be known as the Longworth Act. This law in truth was a party-circle
law, and was similar to the law enacted in Nebraska in 19oi. The first
three sections of the Ohio law provided :212
209 Ibid., at 93. 210 Ohio L. (r8gi), p. 458. 211 Op. cit. supra note 204, at 152.
2'= Ohio L. (19o2), p. 352. The validity of this act was challenged, but the Ohio Supreme
Court held it constitutional, State v. Laylin, 69 Ohio St. 1, 68 N.E. 574 (i9o3) ("It was not the
design or intention of the constitution to put a premium on ignorance or indifferentism [sic] at
the same time that it is the duty of every citizen to inform himself and to vote upon every-
matter submitted to a vote of the people").
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Section i. That whenever the approval of any constitutional amendment is to be
submitted to a vote of the people, any state convention of a political party, which at
the last preceding general election polled at least one per cent. of the entire vote cast
in the state, may take action in favor of, or against the adoption of such constitutional
amendment to be submitted at the next succeeding annual election, and shall certify
such action to the secretary of state in the manner provided for certifying nominations
for state offices, whereupon said action upon such constitutional amendment shall
be printed upon the regular ballot at said election as a part of the party ticket of said
party in the manner hereinafter provided.
Section 2. Such constitutional amendment or amendments shall be stated in words
sufficient to dearly designate the same, and. such statement or statements shall be




Year, Total Vote Cast Vote for Vote against but Not
at Election, and Proposed Proposed Voting for Result
Amendment Amendment or against
Proposed Amendment Proposed
Amendment
i8gi: Total vote 803,328
Proposed constitutional 99,789 161,722 541,817 Defeated
convention (12.4%) (20.1%) (67-5%)
Taxation 303,177 65,014 435, 137 Not adopted
(37.7%) (8. 1%) (54-2%)
1893: Total vote 835,604
Proposed single legis- 322,887 81,481 431,236 Not adopted
lative district (38.6%) (9-8%) (51.6%)
Tax on franchises and 322,422 82,281 430,901 Not adopted
privileges (38.6%) (9.8%) (5 .6%)
shall be printed the word "Yes," and on the next line below shall be printed the word
"No"; provided that said statement shall also be placed on the official ballot im-
mediately below the names of the candidates for state offices on the regular ticket
of any party or parties certifying action thereon as provided in section i of this act,
being followed by the word "yes" or the word "no" accordingly as afirmative or
negative action shall have been certified thereon by said party or parties, and said
statement of said amendment or question, with the action taken thereon by said
party, shall thereupon become a part of said party ticket.
Section 3. The elector shall observe the following rules in [marking] making his
ballot:
i. He may make a cross mark in the blank space to the left of and before the answer
he desires to give to the submission of any constitutional amendment, in the separate
column devoted to said amendment, or he may make a cross mark in the blank space
to the left of and before the statement, and answer thereto, of any constitutional
amendment, as the same may be printed and certified on the ticket of any political
party; whereupon, such mark shall cast his ballot for the answer opposite which it is
made.
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2. The voter may make a cross mark in the blank circular space at the head of any
ticket upon which is printed the statement of any constitutional amendment or
question, and the certified answer thereto, which mark shall cast his ballot for the
certified answer to the submission of each and every constitutional amendment so
printed on said ticket, unless he shall have specifically answered any of said con-




Year, Total Vote Cast Election
at Election, and Vote for Vote against but Not
Description of Proposed Proposed Voting for Result
Proposed Amendment Amendment Amendment or against
Proposed
Amendment
1903: Total vote 877,203
Amendment giving each 757,505 26,497 93,201 Adopted
county at least one (86.4%) (3.0%) (io. 6%)
representative
Single liability of 751,783 29,383 96,037 Adopted
stockholders (85.7%) (3-3%) (1i.0%)
Taxation 326,622 43,563 507,028 Not adopted
(37.2%) (5.o%) (57.8%)
Governor's veto 458,681 338,317 80,205 Adopted
(52.3%) (38.6%) (9.17%)
Municipal classification 21,664 32,110 823,429 Defeated
(2.5%) (3-6%) (93.9%)
I9o5: Total vote 961,5o5
Tax exemption of 655,5o8 i39,062 166,935 Adopted
public bonds (68.2%) (14.4%) (17.4%)
State and county elec-
tion to be held in 702,699 90,762 168,o44. Adopted
even years (73-.%) (9-4%) (17.5%)
During the period of time that the Ohio party-circle law was effective
the Ohio voters voted upon seven constitutional amendments. As shown
by Table 12, five of the seven were adopted. One was not adopted, and
one was defeated. Of the five which were adopted, four were endorsed by
both the Democratic and the Republican parties, and one was endorsed by
the Republicans but opposed by the Democrats. The amendment which
was not adopted was endorsed by the Democrats, but the Republicans re-
fused to endorse it, merely advising "careful consideration." Since the
law did not provide for such an endorsement, it follows that this amend-
ment was not carried under the Republican party circle. The single
amendment which was defeated during this period of time was not in-
dorsed by either party.21 3
213 Dodd, The Revision and Amendment of State Constitutions 197 (igio). "Under this law
amendments that had the support of the two political parties (and in one instance that had the
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Even though the party-circle law had been highly effective, or perhaps
for 'this very reason, the Ohio General Assembly in i9o8 passed an act
which amended Section i of the party-circle law of 1902. This act then
proceeded in Section 2 to repeal the entire party-circle law .24 There are
expressions as to the reasons for the repeal of the party-circle law.215 In the
fall of 19o8, after the repeal of the party-circle law, thiee constitutional
amendments were submitted to the Ohio voters. All three of them failed of
adoption. The percentage of the voters in the 19o8 general election who
failed to vote on these constitutional proposals ranged from 61.7 per cent




Year, Total Vote cast Election
at Election, and Vote for Vote against but Not
atsElection on Proposed Proposed Voting for ResultDescription of Amendment Amendment or againstProposed Amendment Proposed
Amendment
19o8: Total vote xj36,525
Repassage of bill over 323,770 61,754 75I,00r Not adopted
governor's veto (28.5%) (5.4%) (66. r%)
The time of meeting of 328,362 63,0o6 745,157 Not adopted
the General Assembly (28.9%) (5.5%) (65.6%)
Removal of limitations
upon the taxing power
of the General As- 339,747 95,867 700,911 Not adopted
sembly (29.9%) (8.4%) (61.7%)
In i91o a proposition to call a constitutional convention was submitted
to the Ohio voters. It carried in a big way, as shown by Table 14.
After the Ohio General Assembly decided to submit the constitutional
convention proposal, it re-enacted the principle of the repealed Long-
support of one political party) readily passed and were incorporated in the constitution."
Galbreath, op. cit: supra note 207.
1-4 Ohio L. (i9o8), p. 120. Section i as amended provided for the submission of constitution-
al amendments by printing the proposition-in the first column of the official ballot.
: 215 Professor Dodd stated that it was repealed for "political reasois," whatever that may
mean. Dodd,.op. cit. supra note 213, at 194.
Galbreath states that, except for the bond exemption amendment, those adopted under the
Longworth Act proved fairly satisfactory. However, opposition to the Veto amendment
caused a material modification of it in the 1912 convention. "But the exception noted above
and the possibility that party leaders might shape the constitution to their will and to the
detriment of the people aroused opposition to the Longworth Act and led to its repeal in i9os."
Galbreath, op. cit. supra note 207, at 94.
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worth Act, but made it applicable only to the question of calling a consti-
tutional convention.2 6 This act became a law despite the failure of the
governor to sign it, and was in effect at the November, igio, election. The
two major parties made use of it. The historian Galbreath states :257
No constitutional amendment was adopted after the repeal of the Longworth Act
until 1912. The principle of this act, however, was invoked in the law which pro-
vided for submitting to the electors of the state the question, "Shall there be a con-
vention to revise, alter or amend the constitution?" This act went into effect May ix,
191o.
While neither of the two leading political parties assumed responsibility for the
work of the constitutional convention of 1912, both of them went on record in favor
of holding it and included "constitutional convention, yes" as part of their respective
tickets in the fall election of x91o. While it is very doubtful whether the proposition
TABLE 14
Tt Voting at
ElectionYear, Total Voce Cast Eeto
at Election, and Vote for Vote against ,but Not
aection of Proposed Proposed Voting for ResultDescriptio n of Amendment Amendment or againstProposed Amendment Proposed
Amendment
932,262 693,263 67,718 171,281 Adopted(74.41) (7 .2%) (18.4%o)
would have carried if placed in a separate column of the ballot, with the endorsement
of the two parties as above described, the result was as follows:
Total 932,262 For 693,263 Against 67,718
The constitutional convention of 1912 proceeded to propose radical
changes in the method of adopting constitutional amendments and in the
calling of a constitutional convention.
Mr. Starbuck Smith,' the chairman of the committee on the method of
amending the constitution, stated:
At first the committee seemed hopelessly divided. Every member was of the opinion
that on this committee rested the greatest work that this convention was called upon
to do; to provide a simple and easy method of amending the constitution, because if we
do that it matters not so much what else we do; the people will have the machinery
whereby they can, in a simple and business-like way, get what they want.28
2'6 Ohio L. (i9io) p. 169.
2t8 Op. it. supra note 2oi, at x365.2X7 Op. cit. supra note 207, at 94.
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The point of view of Mr. Cunningham was similar. He stated:
I think the important thing for this convention-to do, and I believe the proposal
accomplishes that, is to make the constitution easily amended, not to make it easy to
call a new convention, because I do not think the people of Ohio will be guilty of that
offense in the next forty years. I think that is well settled in Ohio, but let us make it
easy of amendment. That is my theory about it. It was a mistake in the framers of the
constitution of x851, that they made that constitution too difficult to amend, and we
have had to resort'to various devices to get it amended. The gentlemen who propose
this amendment or this proposal I think have made it quite easy to amend the con-
stitution, and I think if the constitution with this proposal in it is adopted by the
people[,] in a very short time they will regard it as the dearest right they have, the
ease with which they can amend their constitution. Therefore I heartily agree with
the proposal, because it makes it easy to get rid of a bad amendment that may be
placed in the constitution. I shall heartily support the proposal as amended by the
committee.
These two statements appear fairly to present the attitude of the Ohio
convention. There was debate and disagreement about certain aspects of
the committee's proposal, but it is significant-that no question was raised
as to the most substantial change that was proposed. This change abol-
ished the former requirement that a constitutional proposal must receive
the approval of a majority of all persons voting for anybody or any meas-
ure in a general election. For that provision in the 1851 constitution the
constitutional convention of 1912 substituted the following: "If the ma-
jority of the electors voting on the same [i.e., amendments] shall adopt
such amendments the same shall become a part of the constitution. ' '2T9 The
committee also proposed, and the convention accepted, a change that pro-
vided that amendments shall be submitted "on a separate ballot without
party designation of any kind, at either a special or a general election as
the General Assembly may prescribe. ' ' 220 This latter provision would seem
to eliminate the possibility of using a party-circle law again, but it does
not seem to eliminate the Alabama method of voting221 which was pro-
posed by the Cook" County Illinois Judicial Advisory Council and was
embodied in bills that were introduced in the Illinois General Assembly in
219 Ohio Const., art. I6, § r, as amended September 3, 1912. Sections 2 and 3 concerning
constitutional conventions have similar provisions.
220 Ohio Const., art. x6, § i, as amended September 3, 1912. Section 2 also requires "a
separate ballot without party designation of any kind." But Section 3, which provides for the
automatic submission of the question of a constitutional convention every twenty years, has
no similar provision, except for the ballot for the election of delegates.
221 Perhaps it would be better to call it the Illinois method of voting, since, as far as is
known, it was first used in Illinois on constitutional propositions. io Univ. Chi. L. Rev. 142,
147, 153 (1943).




GovernorYear, Total Vote Cast Vote for Vote against but Not
for Governor, and Proposed Proposed Voting for Result
Description of Amendment Amendment or against
Proposed Amendment Proposed
Amendment
i914: Vote for governor
1,129,223
Local option as to 559,872 547,254 22,097 Adopted
alcoholic liquor* (49.6%) (48.4%) (2 .o%)
Limitation on tax rate* 223,873 551,76o 353,590 Defeated
(ig.8%) (48.9%) (31-3%)
Woman suffrage* 335,390 518,295 275,538 Defeated
(29 - 7%) (45-95o) (24-4vo)
Prohibition* 504,r77 588,329 36,717 Defeated(44.67o) (52-1I7o) (3-370)
x918: Vote for governor
960,862
Popular referendum 508,282 315,o3o 137,55o Adopted




Prohibition* 463,654 437,895 59,313 Adopted
(48.2%) (45.6%) (6.2%)
Classification of prop- 336,66 304,399 319,847 Adopted
erty for purposes of (355.o%) (31.7%) (33-3%)
taxation*
Prohibition of such 479,420 371,176 110,266 Adopted
double taxation as re- (49.9%) (38.6%) (IT .5%)
sults from the taxa-
tion of both real es-
tate and mortgage
debts secured thereby
1922: Vote for governor
1,625,799
To allow beverage of 719,050 908,522 more voting Defeated
2.75 per cent alcohol* on amend-
ment than for
governor
Debt limitations on all 499,203 691,471 435,I25 Defeated
political subdi- (30.7%) (42.5%) (26.8%)
visions*Limitation on tax rates* 475,740 720,237 429,822 Defeated
(29-37o) (44-37o) (26.4%)
1926: Vote for governor
1,396,272
To eliminate compul- 405,142 743,313 247,817 Defeated
sory primary elec- (29.0%) (53.2%) (17.8%)
tions*
223 The information contained in Tables Ir and 16 was obtained from John E. Sweeney,
Secretary of State of Ohio. He did not furnish data as to the total vote cast in the general
elections, but did provide information as to the vote for governor. Amendments marked with
an asterisk were proposed by initiative petition.
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TABLE 15-Con tinued '
Voting for
Governor
Year, Total Vote Cast Vote for Vote against but Not
for Governor, and Proposed Proposed Voting for Result
Description of Amendment Akmendment or against
Proposed Amendment Proposed
Amendment
1928: Vote for governor
2,473,943
To equalize compensa- 704,248 1,197,324 572,371 Defeated
tion of judges (28.5%) (48-4%) (23•1%)
i93o: Vote for governor1,956,706
Amiendnienregarding 93o,914 574,017 451,775 Adopted
distribution of income (47.6%) (29.3%) (23-1%)
and inheritance taxes
1936: Vote for governor
2,959,606
To eliminate double i,078,16o 824,971 1,056,475 Adopted
liability of stock- (36.4%) (27.9%) (35-7%)
holders of banks
To prohibit a sales tax 1,585,507 719,966 654,IV Adopted
on food* (53.6%) (24.3%) (22.1 %o)
1938: Vote for, governor
2,412,871
To provide for appoint- 621,011 1,257,443 534,417 Defeated
ment of judges* (25.7%) (52. 1%) (22.2%)
1942: Vote for governor
1,829,837
To determine filling of 954,704 448,981' 426,152 Adopted
vacancies in judicial (52.2%) (24-5%) (23.3%)
office
1943.222 However, the proposed amendments to the amending article of the
Ohio constitution were adopted in 1912, and now the Ohio constitution is
in fine shape with reference to future amendments and the calling of con-
stitutional conventions. There is no need for any party-circle method of
voting or for any other device like that proposed by the Cook County
judicial Advisory Council. In other words, Ohio is now in line with nearly
all the states except the six which are the subject of this particular study.
Tables 15 and i6 complete the statistics of voting on constitutional
amendments in Ohio since the 1912 constitutional convention.
Oklahoma-Amendment of the Oklahoma constitution is complicated
from the legal standpoint because of the variety of constitutional and
statutory provisions which have been frequently interpreted by the Okla-
222 Ill. S. B. 336, 513; I1. H. B. 525, 61g.
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TABLE 16
Year of Special Election Vote for Vote against
and Description of Pro- Proposed Proposed Result
posed Amendment Amendment Amendment
1913: Short ballot for state offices 239,126 461,555 Defeated
Short ballot for county and township 217,875 449,493 Defeated
officers
Exemption from taxation of state and 312,232 340,570 Defeated
municipal lands
Eligibility of women for appointment 435,222 255,036 Adopted
as members of boards or positions in
departments affecting or caring for
women and children
Small legislature* 240,237 418,114 Defeated
S915: Prohibition* 484,969 540,377 Defeated
Terms of all county officers to be four 207,435 604,463 Defeated
years*
To eliminate submission of twice-de- 417,384 482,275 Defeated
feated constitutional proposals*
To exempt state and municipal bonds 337,124 4o,083 Defeated
from taxation
1917: Prohibition* 522,590 523,727 Defeated
i919: Definition of "intoxicating liquor" 474,907 504,688 Defeated
Repeal of state prohibition* 454,935 496,786 Defeated
Classification of property for taxation 439,897 517,245 Defeated
1921: Soldiers' bonus 949,109 324,447 Adopted
To redivide State into senatorial dis- 336,574 518,324 Defeated
tricts
Poll tax 244,509 672,851 Defeated
1923: Increased authority of industrial 588,851 528,572 Adopted
commission
Eliminating words "white' male" from 536,762 421,744 Adopted
state constitution
Authorizing publication of constitution- 351,513 493,786 Defeated
al amendments in newspapers
1925: Debt limits on political subdivisions 450,218 535,251 Defeated
Uniform taxation of real and personal 435,944 501,221 Defeated
property
Four-year terms for state and county 325,451 543,183 Defeated
officers
1929: Tax limitation 710,539 510,874 Adopted
1931: To authorize issuance of state 487,459 766,067 Defeated
bonds in sum of $7,500,000,000
1933: Tax limits on real estate 979,o61 661,151 Adopted
Amendment relating to township or 846,594 742,925 Adopted
county organization
Repeal of state prohibition 1,250,923 578,o35 Adopted
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homa Supreme Court. In Article V of the Oklahoma constitution provi-
sion is made for the initiative and referendum. Amendments to the consti-
tution can be initiated by the voters. Section 3 of Article V:2 4 provides in
part:
All elections on measures referred to the people of the State shall be had at the
next election held throughout the State, except when the Legislature or the Governor
shall order a special election for the express purpose of making such reference. Any
measure referred to the people by the initiative shall take effect and be in force when
it shall have been approved by a majority of the votes cast in such election.
In Atwater v. Bassett, the Oklahoma Supreme Court held that the well-
known "grandfather clause" was legally adopted at a primary election
held throughout the state, and that it was not necessary to submit this
constitutional amendment at the general November election.22 5 Later, it
"4 The first three sections of Article V follow:
"Section i. The Legislative authority of the State shall be vested in a Legislature, con-
sisting of a Senate and a House of Representatives; but the people reserve to themselves the
power to propose laws and amendments to the Constitution and to enact or reject the same
at the polls independent of the Legislature, and also reserve power at their own option to
approve or reject at the pollsany act of the Legislature.
"Sec. 2. The first power reserved by the people is the initiative, and eight per centum of the
legal voters shall have the right to propose any legislative measure, and fifteen per centum of
the legal voters shall have the right to propose amendments to the Constitution by petition,
and every such petition shall include the full text of the measure so proposed. The second power
is the referendum, and it may be ordered (except as to laws necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health, or safety), either by petition signed by five per cent um
of the legal voters or by the Legislature as other bills are enacted. The ratio and per centum of
legal voters hereinbefore stated shall be based upon the total number of votes cast at the last
general election for the State Office receiving the highest number of votes at such election.
"Sec. 3. Referendum petitions shall be filed with the Secretary of State not more than
ninety days after the final adjournment of the session of the Legislature which passed the bill
on which the referendum is demanded. The veto power of the Governor shall not extend to
measures voted on by the people. All elections on measures referred to the people of the State
shall be had at the next election held throughout the State, except when the Legislature or the
Governor shall order a special election for the express purpose of making such reference. Any
measure referred to the people by the initiative shall take effect and be in force when it shall
have been approved by a majority of the votes cast in such election. Any measure referred to
the people by~the referendum shall take effect and be in force when it shall have been ap-
proved by a m,,ajority of the votes cast thereon and not otherwise.
"The styleof all bills shall be: 'Be It Enacted by the People of the State of Oklahoma.'
"Petitions and orders for the initiative and for the referendum shall be filed with the
Secretary of State and addressed to the Governor of the State, who shall submit the same to
the people. The Legislature shall make suitable provisions for carrying into effect the pro-
visions of this article."
225 27 Okla. 292, 111 Pac. 802 (igio). On page 296 is this sentence: "Further, the Governor
issued his proclamation calling an election for said date at which said proposed amendment
was to be submitted." This, however, is not deemed to be the equivalent of a statement that
the grandfather clause was adopted at a special election called by the governor. The court does
not appear to have considered the primary election as a special election. Cf. State v. Carter,
177 Okla. 382, 59 P. 2d 948 (1936).
Simpson v. Hill, 128 Okla. 269, 263 Pac. 635 (1927) holds that an initiative petition for a
statute was not adopted, even though it was voted upon at a special election held October 2,
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was held that an initiated constitutional amendment could not be submit-
ted at a "run-off" primary election. 226 This decision seems questionable; it
was adopted by a bare majority of the Oklahoma Supreme Court.227 It was
asserted in the majority opinion that a run-off primary election need not
necessarily be held in every precinct in the state, because it is possible that
candidates by withdrawing from the primary would present "an entire
absence of contesting candidates for public offices. '" 8 Apparently it was
conceded that the particular run-off election would be held throughout the
state, and it seems clear that the majority had decided to follow the dic-
tum in Simpson v. Hill and intended to preclude the use of the primary
election as well as the run-off primary election unless they were proclaimed
to be special elections.
State v. Mathews229 is another puzzling decision. There a majority of the
Supreme Court of Oklahoma held that an initiated statute was adopted,
even though it was apparently conceded that the certificate of the state
election board disclosed only that the statute had received a majority of
the total vote cast upon that particular proposition. The certificate
failed to show the total vote cast upon all of the questions or upon all of
1923, since neither the governor nor the legislature had submitted the petition to this special
election. On rehearing, in a per curiam opinion, reference was made to a statute passed in ir96.
This statute provided that an initiated measure shall be submitted "at the next regular
election" with a proviso that the governor could submit it at a special election or "designate
the mandatory primary election as a special election for such purpose" (Okla. L. 1x6, p. 89).
In a dictum, this statute was interpreted thus: "This act, by providing that the Governor may
designate the mandatory primary election as a special election, for such purpose, or call a
special election, conclusively shows that the Legislature did not consider a primary election
or special election held throughout the state as a regular election, and it was therefore neces-
sary, before these measures could be voted on at such election that same be submitted thereat
by the Governor." Then reference was made to the action of Governor Trapp in submitting
seven initiative and referendum petitions to the general election in November, 1926, rather
than to the primary election held throughout the state in August, 1926.
In Looney v. Leeper, 145 Okla. 202, 292 Pac. 365 (1930) there is a dictum that the language
in Section 3 of Article V of the Oklahoma constitution, "the next election held throughout
the State," "would include a state-wide primary election." There is also an inference in the
opinion that this construction would not apply to Section i, Article 24 of the constitution, pro-
viding for the submission of constitutional amendments proposed by the legislature.
=6 State v. Carter, 177 Okla. 382, 59 P. 2d 948 (1936).
227 It is doubtful whether McNeill, C.J., did more than agree to the result reached by the
majority. He appears to have placed his concurrence on a procedural point.
229 The majority opinion also states that the language of Section 3, Article 5, "next election
held throughout the state," has the same meaning as the words "next regular general election"
in Section x, Article 24. Furthermore, it was asserted that this had been the administrative
construction since the adoption of the constitution.
229 134 Okla. 288, 273 Pac. 352 (1928).
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the questions and candidates at the state primary election.230 This deci-
sion was made despite the fact that Section 3 of Article V provides that an
initiated measure must be approved "by a majority of the votes in such
election." But, as has been seen before, similar language is capable of a
variety of interpretations.23, A special difficulty, so far as Oklahoma is con-
cerned, is that the Oklahoma Directory on the whole leads one to conclude
that the decision in the Mathews case is contrary to some of the apparently
confused administrative interpretations in Oklahoma. This is not absolute-
ly certain, because the expression "total vote cast in an election" may
seem to be a simple expression, but it is capable of, and has received, vary-
ing interpretation.232 Suffice to say here that if the Mathews decision
should be applied to constitutional amendments, however proposed, then
Oklahoma will have to be transferred from its present class and placed in
the class of the overwhelming majority, where constitutions can be amend-
ed by a majority vote on a particular proposal.231
In addition to the power in the voters to initiate constitutional amend-
ments, Oklahoma provides in Article XXIV of its constitution that the
legislature may propose amendments to its constitution.234 In order to do
230 It does not clearly appear whether the statute was voted upon at the primary election of
1928 because it was designated a special election for that purpose. The language on pages 292
and 293 appears to be confusing in this respect. Simpson v. Hill had been decided less than a
year previous to this election and State v. Carter had not then been decided. See notes 225,
226 supra.
231 See io Univ. Chi. L. Rev. 142-46 (1943). The essence of the reasoning of the majority
in the Mathews case seems to be this: "Had the initiative measure in question been submitted
to the people to be voted upon at a special election called for that express purpose, no one
would contend that it would have been required to receive more than a majority of votes
cast at such special election, and the fact that it was submitted at a general primary election
does not place a greater burden upon its passage, nor upon those who petitioned its submis-
sion than would have been had it been submitted at a special election." It is submitted that if
the court was assuming a special election called for the single purpose of deciding the fate of the
particular measure in question and no other measure or candidate, then its reasoning is faulty.
Furthermore, the majority apparently gave no consideration to the part of Section 3 of Article
V which immediately follows: "Any measure referred to the people by the referendum shall
take effect and-be in force when it shall have been approved by a majority of the votes cast
TIereon and not otherwise" (italics supplied).
232 See both opinions in State v. State Election Board, ii Okla. 622, 75 P. 2d 86i (1938).
233 The decision in the case cited supra note 232 would indicate, however, that the Mathews
decision will not be applied even to initiated constitutional amendments.
234 It is suggested in Ramsey v. Persinger, 43 Okla. 41, 141 Pac. 13 (1914) that the methods
of amending the Oklahoma constitution are independent of each other. Article XXIV is as
follows:
"Section i. Any amendment or amendments to this Constitution may be proposed in either
branch of the Legislature, and if the same shall be agreed to by a majority of all the members
elected to each of the two houses, such proposed amendment or amendments shall, with the
yeas and nays thereon, be entered in their journals and referred by the Secretary of State to
the people for their approval or rejection, at the next regular general election, except when the
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this a majority of all members elected to each of the two houses must vote
in favor of the proposed amendment. If this occurs, the proposed amend-
ment is to be submitted "at the next regular general election, except when
the Legislature, by a two-thirds vote of each house, shall order a special
election for that purpose. ' '235 In order that such aproposed amendment be
adopted, it must receive the favorable vote of "a majority of all the elec-
tors voting at such election .......
This last provision raises the question as to the proper method of deter-
mining the total number of electors voting at a particular election. A great
deal of light is thrown on this problem by the two opinions in State v. State
Election Board .236 In the November, 1936, election a constitutional amend-
ment submitted by the legislature received a "yes" vote of 379,405 and a
"no" vote of 219,996. The question was whether the "yes" vote was a
majority of all the electors voting at that election. The state election
board certified that the total vote was 767,745. It arrived at this figure by
taking the total number of ballots that were issued to electors, and it sub-
tracted therefrom all the ballots which had been spoiled. This method,
according to the minority, included in the total vote the blank ballots,
mutilated ballots, and the ballots that were otherwise illegal. According to
a certificate made pursuant to a special order of the court, the total vote
was 76oo55. This figure was arrived at by adding the highest vote cast
and counted in each precinct of the state for any office or measure, as cer-
tified by the county election boards. The minority of the court was willing
to accept this method of computation, provided that the facts were inves-
Legislature, by a two-thirds vote of each house, shall order a special election for that purpose.
If a majority of all the electors voting at such election shall vote in favor of any amendment
thereto, it shall thereby become a part of this Constitution.
"If two or more amendments are proposed they shall be submitted in such manner that
electors may vote for or against them separately.
"Sec. 2. No convention shall be called by the Legislature to propose alterations, revisions,
or amendments to this Constitution, or to propose a new Constitution, unless the law providing
for, such convention shall first be approved by the people on a referendum vote at a regular
or special election, and any amendments, alterations, revisions, or new Constitutions, pro-
posed by such convention, shall be submitted to the electors of the State at a general or special
election and be approved by a majority of the electors voting thereon, before the same shall
become effective: Provided, That the question of such proposed convention shall be submitted
to the people at least once in every twenty years.
"Sec. 3. This article shall not impair the right of the people to amend this Constitution
by a vote upon an initiative petition therefor."
235 Observe that the governor is not authorized to call this special election. Cf. Art. V, § 3.
To call a special election it is not sufficient to have the assent of two-thirds of a quorum of each
house. State v. State Board of Equalization, 1o7 Okla. 118, 230 Pac. 743 (1924). See also
Looney v. Leeper, 145 Okla. 202, 292 Pac. 365 (X930).
236 See note 232 supra.
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tigated with reference to the allegation that in eighty-one precincts errors
had been made which would reduce the figure to 756,455. A third possi-
bility of determining the total vote was to accept the highest vote cast and
counted for any office or measure for which all the electors of the state
were entitled to vote. This figure was 749,740, the total vote cast and
counted for presidential electors. Neither the majority nor the minority
was willing to accept this third method. The majority of the court did not
decide which of the first two methdds was correct. It observed that the
amendment failed to receive a majority on either basis. The majority held
that the supreme court was not the forum in which to investigate the alle-
gation of errors in eighty-one precincts and thus to determine whether the
figure of 76o,o5 should be reduced.
There are interesting comments in the minority opinion that prior to
19i6 the administrative practice in Oklahoma was to determine the total
vote cast by ascertaining the total vote for the office of governor, and that
the practice since i916 had not been consistent. The majority asserted
that since 1916 the method advocated by the state election board, in this
particular case, had been followed.
Section 2 of Article XXIV provides for a constitutional convention. A
proposition to assemble a convention must "be approved by the people237
on a referendum vote at a regular or special election. . . ." It is also pro-
vided that the question of a constitutional convention'shall be submitted
at least once ,in every twenty years.
The first session of the Legislative Assembly of Oklahoma passed a
statute which provided for a blanket ballot to include all candidates for
office. 38 It 9lso provided for an official referendum ballot on which, appar-
ently, all state questions were to be printed.239 It is reasonably clear that
this referendum ballot was separate and distinct from the candidates bal-
lot, and this'has been the uniform practice in Oklahoma from the begin-
ning of its itatehood24° The ordinary method of voting on state questions
2A Observe that here it is not specified whether the approval shall be by a majority of those
voting on the proposition or by a majority of those voting at the election. But the work of the
convention is to be approved "by a majority of the electors voting thereon" at a general or
special election.
'38 Oklahoma, L. 1907-8 S. B. No. 23 (ch. 3i) Art. IV. Cf. S. B. i68 (ch. 3x) § 9, providing
for primary elections. In z9o9 the Massachusetts ballot was adopted, abolishing party columns
and party circles and placing all candidates and measures on one ballot. Oklahoma L., i9og,
ch. 16,pp. 2s, 261. But this law was repealed in x91o. Oklahoma L., igio, p. 237.
239 Ibid., H. B. I (ch. 44), §§. 7, 10, 14.
24 Information received from J. Win. Cordell, Secretary of the Oklahoma State Election
Board. See Okla. L., 1913,p. ii (ch. 70).
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consists of placing a cross in a square opposite the word "yes" or the word
Cno.,,224r
In its igio session the Oklahoma legislature adopted the Illinois-Ala-
bama method of voting on constitutional amendments when submitted
after a prescribed fashion. It was first provided that if the legislature de-
sired to ascertain the sentiment of the people on a proposed amendment it
could by a concurrent resolution suggest this proposal to the citizens.
Then it was provided that if citizens proceeded to initiate "such proposi-
tion within one year thereafter," the proposition would then be printed
"either on a separate and independent ballot or upon the ballot upon
which the names of candidates appear, should such election occur upon
the day when candidates are being voted for." In the latter event, the
proposition was to appear immediately following the names of the candi-
dates.242 In either case, the proposition was to be followed by these words,
"For the Amendment." It will be observed that the negative of the propo-
sition, to wit, "Against the Amendment," was not to be printed on the
ballot. Then it was provided: "Should the elector desire to vote for the
proposed amendment he shall leave the words, 'For the Amendment,' in-
tact without erasing same. But should he desire to vote against such prop-
osition he shall strike out the words, 'For the Amendment,' with a pencil
mark. When such words are so erased after any proposition, the ballot
shall be recorded as having been cast against the same, and whenever they
are not so erased, such ballot shall be recorded as having been voted-for
such proposition.''
The grandfather clause of the Oklahoma constitution was adopted at
the primary election in i9io by the use of this method of voting. 44 This
Illinois-Alabama method of voting was again used in i916 in voting upon
a proposed constitutional amendment which whs apparently designed to
take the place of the grandfather clause'245 after that clause had been de-
141 See note 239 supra, § io.
242 As demonstrated by the results in Illinois and Ohio during the last decade of the nine-
teenth century, this was the most obscure position in which constitutional proposals could
be placed. Query: Was it compulsory to place the grandfather clause on the candidates ballot,
since it was submitted at a primary election? It would be interesting to know just what hap-
pened in this respect.
243 Oklahoma, L., i9io, ch. 66, art. 2, pp. 124-27 (S. B. No. 126). See In re Initiative State
Question No. 1o, 26 Okla. 554, r1o Pac. 647 (i91o).
244 Oklahoma, L., 1910, p. 284, Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 31; Atwater v. Hassett,
27 Okla. 292, I i Pac. 802 (igio). It relies chiefly on the Alabama case that approved of this
method of voting. See io Univ. Chi. L. Rev. 142, 147 (1943).
245 Oklahoma, L., 1916, pp. 144-47. It was provided that this proposed amendment should
be printed "on a separate and independent ballot, or, any ballot on which Constitutional
Amendments or other propositions submitted by the Legislature to the people for approval
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dared by the Supreme Court of the United States to be in violation of the
Fifteenth Amendment.246 The proposed amendment was defeated, and as
far as is known this has ended the use of the Illinois-Alabama method of
voting in Oklahoma. But the statute which provides for it is still a part
of the Oklahoma statutory law and can still be used.247
The constitutional proposals which have been submitted to the voters
of Oklahoma have been arranged in two tables which follow. The first
table is an attempt to include all proposals which were submitted at gen-
eral elections. Whatever the Oklahoma nomenclature may be, these gen-
eral elections were the primary elections and the final elections in Novem-
ber. They were elections at which all electors were entitled to express
themselves upon the various candidates for the various offices. In the sec-
ond table will be listed those proposals which were submitted at special
elections, i.e., elections for the purpose of voting upon legislative or consti-
tutional propositions and at which; as far as is known, no candidates for
office were nominated or elected.
In the main the information set forth in Tables 17 and i8 was derived
from the Directory of the State of Oklahoma for 1941.248 This information
was checked by an examination of the Oklahoma constitution, all of the
Session Laws down to and including 1943, and various court decisions. It
has not been possible to reconcile everything found in the Directory with
the information available in the other sources. The impression made is
that in the early days, at least, Oklahoma officials were confused by their
elaborate system of amending their constitution, and that their records
were not made or kept with the utmost care. However, it may be possi-
ble for one who is familiar with Oklahoma history and customs to explain
many records that seem confused or erroneous. Despite whatever errors
there may be, Oklahoma has voted so frequently upon constitutional pro-
posals that, for the purposes for this article, valuable conclusions can be
drawn even if a certain percentage of error is conceded. Therefore, no ef-
fort will be wasted in attempting to specify what seem to be all of the
errors or at least all of the confusion in the records.
or rejection may be placed." The proposed amendment was submitted as the second prop-
osition at the z96 primary election along with eight other propositions. Oklahoma Directory,
1941, PP. 134-35. Presumably the law was followed and the proposed amendment was sub-
mitted under the Illinois-Alabarna method of voting, but the submission was not on the candi-
dates ballot. If the submission had been on the candidates ballot, the result might have been
different.
246 Guinn and Beal v. United States 238 U.S. 347 (IM). See also Lane v. Wilson, 307 U.S.
268 (939).
247 i Oklahoma St. (Harlow, 1931) §§ 5894-97 inc. 248 Pp. 129 to 148 inc.




ElectionYear, Total Vote Cast Vote for Vote against but Not
at Election, and Proposed Proposed Voting for Result




State agency to dispense 105,392 121,573 21,829 Defeated
intoxicating liquors (42.3%) (48.9%) (8.8%)
Established Torrens 114,394 83,888 50,512 Not adopted
land registration (46.o%) (33- 7%) (20.3%)
system
Method of selecting 120,352 71,933 56,509 Not adopted
state capitol (48.4%) (28.9%) (22.7%)
Sale of public lands 96, 754 110,840 41, 200 Defeated
(38.9%) (44-5%) (16.6%)
August, i1go: Total vote
24o,664 2,9





Established a district 84,366 ix8,899 44,401 Defeated
for state institutions (34-1%) (48.0%) (I7.9%)
Woman suffrage 88,8o8 128,928 29 , 930 Defeated
(35.8%) (52.1%) (12.1%)
Creation of state elec- 8o, 146 io6,459 6i,o6i Defeated
tion board25 (32.4%) (43 .o%) (24.6%)
Sale of intoxicating 105,041 126,118 16,507 Defeated
liquor in municipali- (42.4%) (5o.9%) (6.7%)
ties
249 The total number of persons voting on the grandfather clause, strange as it may seem,
exceeded the total vote at the election. This may be explained by the discussion concerning
the case cited in note 232 supra. Observe that three of the propositions submitted at the
August 1916 election received more votes than the stated total vote. It is true that the Di-
rectory does not state in so many words the total vote cast at the elections. But it states that
the vote necessary to carry in igio was 120,333. Since, in order to carry, a constitutional
amendment upon an initiated petition must receive a majority of the total number of voters
at the election, it is possible to calculate the total number of voters by subtracting one from
the vote necessary to carry and then multiplying the latter figure by two. Thus, we arrive at
the figure 24o,664 as the total vote at the primary election, August 2, 1910.
250 It is very doubtful whether this was a constitutional amendment. The records available
make it uncertain. But the Directory states the vote necessary to carry this proposition was
123,834, the same as that necessary to carry propositions at this election which were clearly
constitutional amendments. If the proposition was a statute that was referred to the voters,
then apparently only a majority of those voting on the particular proposition was necessary to
sustain it. Observe Art. V., § 3 of the Oklahoma constitution: "Any measure referred to the
people by the referendum shall take effect and be in force when it shall have been approved by
a majority of the votes cast thereon and not otherwise."
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TABLE 17-Continued
Voting at
ElectionYear, Total Vote Cast Vote for Vote *against but Notat Election, and Proposed Proposed Voting for Result




Taxation of public ioi,636 43, X33 102,897 Not adopted
service corporations (4 .0%) (17.5%) (4-5%)
Jurisdiction over Okla- 83,i69 55,175 109,322 Not adopted




Selection and duties of 164,530 63,586 19,310 Adopted
board of agriculture (66.5%) (25.7%) (7-8%)
Locate state capitol at 86,549 103,1 o 6 57,771 Defeated
Guthrie (35-0%) (41.7%) (23.3%)
Taxation for public i00,042 65,436 81, 948 Not adopted
schools (40.4%) (26.5%) (33.1%)
August, I9I4: Total vote
181,938
Taxation for common 89,653 56,916 35,369 Not adopted
schools (49-3%) (31.3%) (,9.4%)
Impeachment for 114,833 31,659 35,446 Adopted
drunkenness (63-1%) (17-4%) (I95%)
November, 1914: Total
vote 248,928
Reduction of state tax 117,675 57,I20 74,133 Not adopted
levy and appro- (47.3%) (22.9%) (29.8%)
priations
Mine production tax 107,342 62,380 79,206 Not adopted
(43.1%) (25.1%) (31.8%)
Unicameral legislature 94,686 71,742 82,500 Not adopted
(38.0%) (28.8%) (33.2%)
August, 916": Total vote
, 200,452
Creating state tax con- 50,656 146,13o 3,666 Defeated
mission - (25.3%) (72.9%) (.8%)
Qualifications for 9o,605 133,140 Defeated
electors
To repeal requirement 76,093 127,525 Defeated
that school taxes on
public service cor-
porations be paid into
common school fund
Appointment and salary 58,933 134,963 6,556 Defeated
of clerk 6f supreme (29.4%) (67.3%) (3.3%)
court
Increase'of debt limit 44,687 147,933 7,832 Defeated
of municipal cor- (22.3%) (73.8%) (3.9%)
porations
Workmen's compensa- 50,998 139,132 10,322 Defeated
tion act authorized (25-4%) (69.4%) (5.2%)
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TABLE 17-Continued
Voting at
Y ElectionYear, Total Vote Cast Vote for Vote against but NotProposed Proposed Voting for Result




Consolidation of sup- 42,896 149,272 8,284 Defeated
preme court and (21.4%) (74- 59) (4-1%)
criminal court of
appeals
Size of juries 49,954 142,333 8, i65 Defeated(24.9%) (71.0%) (4.1%)




Creation of state elec- 147,o67 ii9,602 37,437 Not adopted
tion board to replace (48.4%) (39-3%) (12-3%)
existing boards
To prevent legislature 14o,366 114,824 48,916 Not adopted
from passing a regis- (46.1%) (37.8%) (6. 1%)
tration law; requinng
the use of the initiative
November, 1918: Total
vote 194,530
Woman suffrage 1o6,9o9 81,481 6, 140 Adopted(55.070) (4-970) (3.1x%)
November, 1920: Total
vote 489,166
School tax on public x62,749 179,271 147,146 Defeated
service corporations (33-3%) (36.6%) (30.1%)
Additional school tax 169,639 188,574 130,953 Defeated
on all property (34.7%) (38.5%) (26.8%)
To authorize mutual 157,o64 159,919 172,183 Defeated
insurance companies (32.17%) (32.7%) (35.2v)
Compensation of legis- 125,463 173,274 190,429 Defeated
lators and legislative (25.6%) (35-5%) (38.9%)
procedure
August, 1922: Total vote
not stated








Increase compensation 54,007 251,332 89,833 Defeated
of legislators and (113-7%) (63.6/) (22.7 )
legislative procedure
-417
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TABLE 17-Conlinued
Voting at
ElectionYear, Total Vote Cast Vote for Vote against but Not
at Election, and Rslaelction an Proposed Proposed Voting for esult










Separate board of re-
gents for state agri-
cultural and mechani-
cal colleges
Board of regents for
University of Okla-
homa
July, 1932: Total vote
471,448









July, x936: Total vote
not stated2'S


















































































25 The Oklahoma Directory for 1941 states that the vote necessary to carry this proposition
was 278,920. This is merely a majority of the vote cast upon the particular amendment, and
leaves the impression that the amendment could have been adopted by such a vote. This seems
contrary to Article V, Section 3 of the Oklahoma Constitution, which provides: "Any meas-
ure referred to the people by the initiative shall take effect and be in force when it shall have
been approved by a majority of the votes cast in such election."
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TABLE 17-Continied
Voting at
ElectionYear, Total Vote Cast Vote for Vote against but Not
aelction an Proposed Proposed Voting for Result
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public funds
To prevent abrogation
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ElectionYear, Total Vote Cast Vote for Vote against but Not
at Election, and Proposed Proposed Voting for Result
Description of Amendment Amendment or against
Proposed Amendment Proposed
Amendment''
June, I91O: Total vote
not stated
Foreign transportation 53,784 1o8,205 Defeated
corporations required
to appoint a resident
agent
April, 1911: Total vote
88,430
Foreign transportation 41,768 46,662 • Defeated
corporations required (47.2%) (52.8%)
to appoint a resident
agent
August, i913: Total vote
about 95,ooo 2S3
Regulation of the sale, 59,437 35,115 448 Adopted
lease, or purchase of (62.6%) (36.9%) (o. 5%)
transportation com-
panies
School taxes upon pub- 63,330 30,295 1,375 Adopted
lic service corpora- (66.7%) (31.9%) (1.47)
tions to be paid into
common school fund
Abolish or establish 50,634 39,690 4j 6 76  Adopted
township government (53.3%) (41.8%) (4.9%)
Creation of new board 67,367 25,087 2,546 Adopted
of agriculture (70 •9%) (26,4%) (2,7%)
May, 19x9: Total vote
241,244
Bond issue for hard- 69,917 171,327 Defeated
surfaced highways254 (29.0%) (7I .0%)
October, i9a3: Total vote
289,100
Workmen's compensa- 137,358 120,761 30;981 Not adopted
tion (47.5%) (41. 8%) (o. 7%)
'2 Since this table deals exclusiv'ely with special elections at which no candidates were to be
nominated or elected, the number of those not voting on a particular amendment would prob-
ably be small. They would include only those voters who were interested enough to vote at the
election on at least one proposition, but not sufficiently interested to vote on another proposi-
tion or propositions.
253 This figure was obtained from the opinion in Ramsey v. Persinger, 43 Okla. 41, 141 Pac.
13 (1914)-
'54 The Oklahoma Directory states that the vULe nucessary to carry this amendment was
I2o,59i. This seems to be incorrect in view of the fact that the total vote on the proposition
was 241,244. A majority of the latter figure would be 12o,623. However, this discrepancy is
not material in view of the fact that the amendment was decisively defeated. No other amend-
ment was submitted at this particular election.
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TABLE 18-Cotinued
Voting at
Year, Total Vote Cast Election




Women eligible for 173,262 86,445 29,393 Adopted
specified state (59-9%) (29.9%) (10. 2%)
offices25s
Soldier's bonus 120,219 142,082 26,799 Defeated
(41.6%) (49.1%) (9.3%)
Change in ad valorem 144,768 ix6,7II 27,621 Adopted
tax rate2s6  (5o. I%) (40.4%) (9-5%)
Payment of claims iIi,o8X s6o,668 17,351 Defeated




Restrictions on cor- 202,353 240,028 4,657 Defeatedporate ownership of (45-3%) (53.7%) (r.o%)
land
To create a budget 294,274 245,794 6,970 Defeated
officer (43-4%) (55- o%) (.6%)
August, 1933: Total vote
2 o 5 ,7 7 65s7
Ad valorem taxation 183,623 20, 79 2,424 Adopted(89.2%/) (1o.0% (o.- 7%5)
September, 1935: Total
vote 300,224
Exemption of home- 185,058 92,289 23,977 Adopted
steads from taxation (6i.6%) (30.4%) (8.0%)
Exemption of home- 129,3r4 132,037 38,873 Defeated
steads from taxation2s5  (43- %) (44.0%) (2.9%)
Old age pensions iI9,622 146,229 34,383 Defeated
(39.8%) (48-7%) (r1.57o)
To allow women to hold 114,968 254,669 30,587 Defeated
specified state offices (38.3%) (51.5%) (10.2%)
To abolish board of 113,737 142,664 43,823 Defeated
commissioners of the (37-9%) (47.5%) (14.6%)
land office and to es-
tablish another office
in lieu thereof
2ss Looneyv.Leeper, 145 Okla. 202, 292 Pac. 365 (i93o), held that this proposed amendment
was improperly submitted at this special election and that it was not adopted legally. It ordered
a re-submission of the amendment at the November, 193o, election.
2s6 State v. State Board of Equalization, 207 Okla. 1i8, 230 Pac. 743 (1924), held that this
proposed amendment was improperly submitted at this special election and that therefore it
was ineffective.
257 While there was only one constitutional amendment submitted at this special election,
there were two other propositions presented to the voters.
2ss The first two propositions in this special election were similar. The first was proposed by
an initiative petition; the second was submitted by the legislature.
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TABLE 18-Continued
Voting at
ElectionYear, TotalVote Cast Vote for Vote against but Not




To authorize old age 204,626 78,783 16,815 Adopted
pensions and social (68.2%) (26.2%) (5-6%)
security legislation259
March, 1941: Total vote
not stated26 °
To prohibit appropri- i63,886 85,752 Adopted
ations in excess of
revenue
To amend social secu- 193,170 59,838 Adopted
rity amendment
To coordinate under 152,173 95,617 Adopted
one board all state-
supported institu-
tions of higher edu-
cation
July, 1942: Total vote not'
known
Retirement benefits for 257,740 151,451 Adopted
school employees
Conclusions-Out of sixty constitutional proposals submitted at general
elections only seven, or ii per cent, of them were adopted. One of these
was adopted by using the Illinois-Alabama method of voting. That is
about what one should expect under the restrictive method of adoption in
the Illinois group of states. It is to be observed, however, that the Okla-
homa voters, while somewhat temperamental about their voting on amend-
ments, have been more interested in voting on them than Illinois voters
have been. In Oklahoma the highest percentage of non-voters has been
44.9 per cent. Only thrice have the non-voters equaled 40 per cent. Four
times the voters have exceeded the stated total vote. In Illinois, beginning
259 This proposed amendment was declared invalid because it was submitted contrary to
law. Associated Industries of Oklahoma v. Oklahoma Tax Commission, 176 Okla. 120, 55 P.
2d 79 (1936). Observe that it is stated in the opinion that the affirmative vote on the proposal
was 204,522.
,e, The Oklahoma Directory does not state the result as to any one of the three amendments
submitted at this special election, March i 1, 1941. However, the highest vote cast on the three
amendments was 253,oo8. If this may be considered the total vote or close to it, then the vote
necessary to carry any amendment was 126,5o5. Thus, it would appear that all three amend-
ments were adopted. The Session Laws for 1941, pp. 547 to 552 inc., states that these three
amendments were adopted.
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with 1924, the smallest percentage of non-voters has been 41 per cent and
the largest 62.1 per cent. It is the special election that has been the main
factor in the amendment of the Oklahoma constitution.
Tennessee-The Tennessee constitution of 187o has never been amend-
ed. Neither has a constitutional convention been called since that year.
These facts have resulted in much discussion in Tennessee as to the possi-
bility of meeting modem problems by changing certain provisions of its
1870 constitution.2 
6
Amending the Tennessee constitution by proposals submitted by the
Tennessee General Assembly is an exceedingly difficult procedure. As far
as is known, it is the most difficult of any state in the Union. Article XI,
Section 3, of the Tennessee constitutionW 12 provides that before a proposed
amendment may be submitted to the voters, it must first pass the two
Houses of the Tennessee General Assembly "by a majority of all the mem-
bers elected to each of the two Houses ...... The second important step
in the procedure requires a proposed amendment, which has met the first
hurdle, to "be agreed to by two-thirds of all the members elected to each
House" of the General Assembly "then next to be chosen." The third step
requires a proposed amendment to be approved and ratified "by a major-
ity of all the citizens of the State, voting for Representatives .... "Not
satisfied with these restrictions, the Tennessee constitution also provides
that "the Legislature shall not propose amendments to the Constitution
oftener than once in six years."
261 Combs and Cole, Tennessee-A Political Problem 27, 28-46 inc. (1940); 32 Am. Pol.
Sci. Rev. 514 (1938); McClure, State Constitution Making 347, 349, 354 (r9r6). Other discus-
sions are cited in these publications.
a62 "Any amendment or amendments to this Constitution may be proposed in the Senate or
House of Representatives; and, if the same shall be agreed to by a majority of all the members
elected to each of the two Houses, such proposed amendment or amendments shall be entered
on their journals, with the yeas and nays thereon, and referred to the General Assembly then
next to be chosen; and shall be published six months previous to the time of making such choice;
and if, in the General Assembly then next chosen as aforesaid, such proposed amendment or
amendments shall be agreed to by two-thirds of all the members elected to each House, then
it shall be the duty of the General Assembly to submit such proposed amendment or amend-
ments to the people, in such manner, and at such times as the General Assembly shall pre-
scribe. And if the people shall approve and ratify sufh amendment or amendments, by a major-
ity of all the citizens of the State, voting for Representatives, voting in their favor, such amend-
ment or amendments shall become a part of this Constitution. When any amendment or
amendments to the Constitution shall be proposed, in pursuance of the foregoing provisions,
the same shall, at each of the said sessions, be read three times on three several days in each
House. The Legislature shall not propose amendments to the Constitution oftener than once
in six years. The Legislature shall have the right, at any time, by law, to submit to the people
the question of calling a Convention to alter, reform, or abolish this Constitution, and when,
upon such submission, a majority of all the votes cast shall be in favor of said proposition, then
delegates shall be chosen, and the Convention shall assemble in such mode and manner as shall
be prescribed."
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However, there is no limitation on the number of amendments that
may be submitted every sixth year. Despite these restrictions amendments
'have been submitted. The first one was submitted at a special election in
1887,263 and. concerned the prohibition of intoxicating liquor, a subject
easy to understand and one which arouses much feeling. It was defeated
by a majority of 27,730 of those voting on the issue. The vote for and
against this amendment was 26,750 in excess of the vote for governor, and
it is likely that the vote for governor was in excess of the vote for repre-
sentatives. However, the vote on the prohibition amendment was in an
odd year while that for governor was in an even year. Aside from this first
proposed amendment, the remainder have received affirmative -votes that
have never exceeded.one-fourth of the vote for governor.26 4
The Tennessee constitution permits proposed amendments to be sub-
mitted at either a general election or a special election, but even though
they are submitted at a special election, it seems to be the understanding
that the vote for them, in order to adopt them, must be a majority of
those voting for representatives.2s It seems to be uncertain whether the
vote for representatives will be the vote at the general election preceding
the special election or the vote for the representatives at the general elec-
tion next following the special election. One may guess that it will be the
vote at the general election preceding the special election. That will make
it possible to declare the result of a special election as soon as the vote has
been ascertained.
The seven amendments submitted in 19o4 were voted upon at'the
November general election. The method of voting upon these amendments
is not clear. Section 2 of the act submitting them provides:
Sec. 2. Be itfirther enacted, That each of said proposed Constitutional amendments
shall be printed or written upon the ballots to be voted in said general election.
In counties, towns and civil districts where Section 5, Chapter 24, Acts extra session
of x89o is applicable, the manner of voting shall be as therein provided.
263 Tennessee, Acts (1887) pp. x67, 424. General elections in Tennessee for some officers are
held on the first Thursday in August of the even-numbered years and for other officers on the
first Tuesday after the first Monday in November of the even-numbered years. Tenn. Const.
art. 7, § 5; art. 2, § 7; art. 3, § 2; Combs ana Cole, op. cit. supra note 261, at 58-
264 Combs and Cole, op. cit. supra note 261, at 4o.
6 s Such could be inferred to be the belief of Combs and Cole. Apparently, however, the total
vote for representatives in Tennessee is not determined. In the apparent absence of that, the
total vote for governor is used by Combs and Cole.
Professor Henry:N. Williams of the political science department of Vanderbilt University
and a native of Tennessee wrote this to the author: "..... should a case arise I have no doubt
that the courts would hold that this limitation on voting applied even though the proposed
amendment had been voted on at a special election. Doubtless the vote for representatives in
the previous general election would be the base for comparison."
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A cross mark (X) opposite the word "yes" will indicate that the person so marking
his ballot desires to vote for the amendment and the ballot will be so counted.
Ballots for use in this election at all voting precincts where said Section 5, Chapter
24, Acts extra session of i8go does not apply, shall be as now provided by law, except
that Section i, Chapter 21, extra session of i891, is hereby amended so as to sub-
stitute 6 inches instead of 3 inches to designate the width of ballots, but this amend-
ment shall apply only to ballots for use in said general election November, 19o4.
The matter to go upon these ballots shall be arranged in two columns.
Names of offices and candidates to be voted for shall be printed or written, as here-
tofore, in the first column and the proposed Constitutional amendments as set out in
the caption of this Act, shall be printed in the second column.
A voter may scratch, mark out or cancel any of the proposed amendments, and
ballots shall be counted for all amendments not so scratched.2
An effort was made to understand the meaning of this section by read-
ing the specified statutes and by consulting the Tennessee Code of 1896 and
the supplement to that code for 1897-1903. This effort was not rewarded
with much understanding. Apparently, however, the Tennessee code at
that time differentiated between counties of 5o,ooo or more inhabitants
and counties of less than 50,000 inhabitants.267 In counties of the first class
it appears that voting upon constitutional amendments was to be accom-
plished by the familiar method of placing a cross mark opposite the word
"yes" or the word "no" as the voter chose. In counties of the second class
it does not appear that any provision of this sort was made.26' Therefore,
the act of 19o3, which submitted the seven amendments, would seem to
have been of particular importance as to the method of voting in counties
of less than 50,000.269 Observe this language: "A voter may scratch, mark
out or cancel any of the proposed amendments, and ballots shall be count-
ed for all amendments not so scratched." This language, without further
explanation, would seem to provide for the Illinois-Alabama method of
voting, which has been previously discussed.270 But the meaning of this
language is not clear and without more it is difficult to believe that Ten-
nessee provided for the ordinary method of voting on constitutional
amendments in the larger counties, and at the same time provided for a
radically different and a very drastic method of voting in the more rural
266Tenn. Acts, 1903, ch. 532, pp. 1410-15. Cf. Tenn. Acts (1887) ch. 86 providing for the
form of the "tickets" and the returns to be made of the special election on the prohibition
amendment.
267But the act of 189o referred to in Section 2 differentiates between counties of 70,ooo and
over and cities of 9,ooo and over and counties and cities of less population. Tenn. Acts (x8go-
91) ch. 24, p. 5o. Cf. Tenn. Acts (1891) chs. 224, 225, pp. 438-40.
268 Tenn. Code (1896) pp. 382-90. Cf. Art. IX with Art. X.
269 Cf. notO 267 supra, which would seem to require 70,000 to be used in place of 5oooo.
270 See note 242-47, supra.
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counties. However, it will be observed that in Section 2 of the act of 19o3,
submitting the amendments, it is provided that, in the more populous
counties, a cross mark opposite the word "yes" will be counted in favor of
the amendment. Why is there no statement that a cross mark opposite
the word "no" will be counted against the amendment? This question and
others will have to remain unanswered. Perhaps some person who knows
the history and the ramifications of the Tennessee statutes can explain the
doubts and answer the questions.
It is also interesting to observe that in Section 3 of the act of 1903, sub-
mitting the amendments, the county commissioners of election were re-
quired to certify to the secretary of state the vote cast in each county for
the proposed amendments and the vote cast for representatives. Again it
will be observed that there is no requirement that there shall be a certifi-
cation of the vote cast against the amendments. This would seem to be the
explanation for the failure to record the negative vote in the secretary of
state's office. But one is puzzled to know why Professors Combs and Cole
failed to set forth in their table the vote cast for representatives rather
than the vote cast for governor.
Table 19 is based upon figures which appear in a study made by a mem-
ber and a former member of the University of Tennessee faculty. They se-
cured their figures on the popular voting by an examination of records in
the state capitol.271 As far as is known, these figures have not been pub-
lished elsewhere. As will be observed, however, this information is not
complete. The information as to the two amendments submitted in 1940
was secured from Joe C. Carr, the secretary of state of Tennessee.
The Tennessee constitution of 1870 provides very briefly for the calling
of a constitutional convention. Here is the language on that subject:
The Legislature shall have the right, at any time, by law, to submit to the people
the question of calling a Convention to alter, reform or abolish this Constitution, and
when, upon such submission, a majority of all the votes cast shall be in favor of said
proposition, then delegates shall be chosen, and the Convention shall assemble in such
mode and manner as shall be prescribed.
This provision is notable for its vagueness. To begin with, there is no
provision as to the majority of the legislators who must vote in favor of a
resolution calling a convention. In the absence of a definite requirement,
it is possible, if there is a quorum present in each House, that a majority
of that quorum by voting in favor of a resolution to call a convention can
submit it to the voters. At most, it would seem that no more than a mere
27- Combs and Cole, note 261, supra, at 36, 40; 32 Am. Pol. Sd. Rev. 514,, 56, 5ig (1938).




Year, Nature of Election, ElectionVote for Governor, nd Vote for Vote against but NotProposed Proposed Voting for Result










Limitation on local 50,353 Defeated
governmental in-
debtedness
Popular election of 58,975 Defeated
secretary of state
Popular election of 57,757 Defeated
treasurer and comp-
troller
Local legislation to be 56,290 Defeated
permitted on roads,
game, and fences
Exemption of manu- 52,517 Defeated
facturers from tax-
ation by local govern-
ments
Four-year term for 57,834 Defeated
governor





Increase in per diem of x1, 167 59,309 165,759 Defeated




Compensation of mem- 158,216 77,624 212,890 Not adopted
bers of General (35-3%) (7-3%) (474.4o)
Assembly
Governor's term of 171,209 68,5o6 209,O05 Not adopted
service (38.1%) (15.3%) (46.6%)
7 The table in Combs and Cole, note 261, supra, sets forth 1935 as the year of the election
and that would be a special election. The table in the Review, note 261, supra, sets forth 2932.
The chances are that that would have been a general election. An effort to discover the law or
resolution providing for this election was unsuccessful.
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majority of the members elected to each House could submit such a reso-
lution.
After a resolution for a convention is submitted to the voters, it has
been decided that the majority required to adopt the resolution is a major-
ity of the votes cast upon the proposition, rather than a majority of all
votes at a general election.273
It will be observed that the Tennessee constitution is silent as to any re-
quirement concerning the ratification of the work of a constitutional con-
vention. Thus, there is nothing explicit in its constitution to prevent a
convention from passing a resolution that would declare the amend-
ments which it had framed and adopted, or even a totally new constitu-
tion, to be in effect without a popular vote thereupon. Similar action has
occurred in modem times, particularly in southern states.2 74 There is
nothing, however, to prevent a convention from submitting its recom-
mendations to popular ratification; but the Tennessee constitution is
silent as to whether this will be at a special or general election and as to
the vote required for iatification.
Table 20 is based upon information secured by Professors Combs
and Cole..275 It will be observed that all attempts to assemble a constitu-
tional convention in Tennessee since 187o have failed. But it will also be
observed that the failure has been due to the fact that Tennessee voters on
that proposition have cast more votes against a convention than for it.
Because of the decision in the Derryberry case, it is believed that there is
no unreasonable or unusual barrier to securing a constitutional conven-
tion in Tennessee, whenever a majority of the voters on that question, and
that question alone, determine that they want a convention. The trouble
in Tennessee is that a majority of its voters, who have voted on the ques-
tion, have been conservative, not to say reactionary, in their attitude to-
ward a constitutional convention. But they are not handicapped as to a
convention, by a provision similar to that in the Illinois constitution.276
A majority of those voters in Tennessee who are sufficiently interested in
the proposition to vote upon it can alter their constitution through the
273 Derryberry v. State Board of Election Com'rs, 25o Tenn. 525, 266 S.W. 102 (1924). The
reasoning of the opinion makes it clear that the decision would be the same if the proposition
to call a convention were submitted at a special election.
274 McClure, op. cit. supra note 261, at 351.
2S Note 261 supra at 37. See also 32 Am. Pol. Sci. Rev. ,54, 516 (1938).
276 11. Const., art. 14, § i. First, the proposal must be approved by "two-thirds of the mem-
bers of each house of the General Assembly." Then "the question shall be submitted to the
electors at the next general election." But a convention is to be assembled only "if a majority
voting at the election vote for a convention" (italics supplied).
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convention method under a very elastic procedure, whenever they con-
vince themselves that that is what they desire.P77
Tennessee has the Massachusetts form of ballot. "The names of all
candidates for the same office shall be printed together, and arranged al-
phabetically according to the initials of their surnames, irrespective of





Year, Nature of Vote for Vote against but Not
Election, Vote Proposed Proposed Voting for " Result
for Governor Convention Convention or against
Proposed w
Convention
1897: Special election. 22,450 II3,'158 184,972 Defeated
Vote for governor, (7.0%) (3.3%) (57-7%)
320,580
1916: Vote for governor, 63,940 67,335 135,366 Defeated
266,641 (24.0%) (25.2%0) (5o.8%)
19X7: Special election. 20,903 85, x61 160,577 Defeated
Vote for governor, (7.9%) (31-9%) (60.2%)
266,641
1919: Special election. 7,680 41,839 108,628 Defeated
Vote for governor, (4-9%) (26.4%)' (68.7%)
158,147
1924: Vote for governor, 93,08X 135,875 54,163 Defeated
283,119 (32.9%) (48.0%) (19.1%)
1926: Vote for governor, 27,978 43,335 59,904 Defeated
13r,217 (21.3%) (33.0%) (45.7%)
X93x: Special election. 9,685 49,3 13 181,237 Defeated
Vote for governor, (4.0%) (20.5%) (75-50)
240,235
"Whenever the question of a constitutional amendment or other question
is so submitted to the vote of the people, such questions shall be printed
277 See Tenn. Public Acts (1935) chs. 127 and 12g, which are concerned with the 1935 pro-
posal to call a convention. The proposal was not submitted to a vote but Chapter 128, Section i,
assumed that the convention would be called if a majority of the voters participating in the
special election provided in Chapter 127 cast their ballots in favor of a convention. Itwas not
deemed necessary to secure a favorable vote that would constitute a majority of the vote cast
for the governor or representatives at any preceding or succeeding general election. Also ob-
serve that Chapter 128, Section 12, provided for the work of the convention to be submitted
at the general November election in 1936. The work would be ratified if approved by "a ma-
jority voting on the question."
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upon the ballot after the list of candidates, followed by the words 'yes' and
'no,' so that the voter can intelligently vote his preference by making a
cross mark (X) opposite the proper word. ' '278 As shown by the voting in
Illinois and Ohio for a short time following 1891,279 this is apparently the
most obscure place on a ballot for constitutional propositions. But one
may be permitted to guess that this consideration is not very important
in Tennessee, since its ballot appears to be a short one. To begin with,
that state does not elect by a popular vote as many officers as does Illinois,
and those elected by the voters are divided between the two general elec-
tions in August and November of even-numbered years. 80 "The ballot
shall not be less than eleven nor more than thirteen inches wide. ' '21 The
length does not appear to be specified, but the relatively small number
of candidatesand propositions that appear on the ballot seems to make it
clear that the ballot is short. Thus, it is not believed that placing constitu-
tional propositions at the foot of the ballot has caused such a handicap as
occurred in Illinois and Ohio. Furthermore, the Tennessee General As-
sembly can alter the position of constitutional propositions on the ballot.
This was done in 1903282 for the submission of seven amendments in 19o4.
Also, it should be remembered that Tennessee in 187o did not embody
in its constitution as much unessential detail as Illinois. Its constitution is
not so sadly out of date as the Illinois constitution.213
It is possible but not likely that the elections in the even years were
special elections. In considering the percentage figures it should be kept
in mind that the total vote at the special elections was not given. The basis
for figuring the percentages is the vote for governor, and a governor is
elected at a general, and not at a special, election.
Wyoming-Article XX, Section I,284 of the constitution of Wyoming
278 Tenn. Code Ann. (Michie, 1938) § 2051. This section was first enacted in i8go and i8gi.
279 See note 211 supra.
280 There is no lieutenant-governor. The secretary of state, treasurer, comptroller, and state
board of elections are elected by the two Houses of the General Assembly. Some local officers
are elected by the county court. See note 278 supra, §§ 19o3, 1904, 1911, 1915, 1919.
28, See note 278 supra.
282 See note 266 supra.
283 Combs, 32 Am. Pol. Sci. Rev. 514, Si5 (1938).
284 "Any amendment or amendments to this constitution may be proposed in either branch
of the legislature, and, if the same shall be agreed to by two-thirds of all the members of each
of the two houses, voting separately, such proposed amendment or amendments shall, with the
yeas and nays thereon, be entered on their journals, and it shall be the duty of the legislature to
submit such amendment or amendments to the electors of the state at the next general election,
and cause the same to be published without delay for at least twelve (12) consecutive weeks,
prior to said election, in at least one newspaper or general circulation, published in each county,
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provides that a proposed amendment of the constitution, if agreed to by
two-thirds of all the members of each of the two Houses, voting separately,
is adopted if it is ratified by "a majority of the electors" at the next gen-
eral election. The Supreme Court of Wyoming interpreted this provision
to mean that a proposed amendment was not ratified even though it had
received the yes vote of a majority of those voting on the amendment,
when this yes vote was less than a majority of the total vote cast at the
general election at which the amendment was submitted.23 5 The language
of the court is rather striking in stating that an amendment to be ratified
must secure a majority of all the electors, and that the word "electors" in-
cludes not only those who vote but also those who are qualified to vote,
yet fail to exercise their right of franchise. It is remarkable, in view of this
language, that no subsequent litigation has arisen with reference to
amendments of the Wyoming constitution which have been declared
adopted. The administrative action of declaring certain proposed amend-
ments adopted has been based upon the theory that a proposed amend-
ment is ratified, if the yes vote for it is a majority of the total vote cast at
the particular general election to which the amendment has been sub-
mitted. But it seems to be clear in American voting that at no time is the
total vote cast at a particular election equal to the total number of those
qualified to vote at that election.
It would be exceedingly difficult, if not for practical purposes impossi-
ble, to determine the total number of electors in Wyoming. In order to be
an elector in Wyoming,2s 6 a person must be at least twenty-one years of
age and a citizen of the United States; he must be a resident of the state
one year, and of the county sixty days, preceding the election; he must
not be an idiot or insane; he must not be one who has been convicted of an
infamous crime, unless he has been restored to his civil rights; and he must
be one who can read the Wyoming'constitution, unless prevented by physi-
cal disability. Registration is also required, unless the failure is caused by
sickness or absence. With these qualifications, it is not possible to under-
stand how the total number of electors in Wyoming on a particular day
could be known short of an investigation that would be remarkable for its
and if a majority of the electors shall ratify the same, such amendment or amendments shall
become a part of this constitution.
"Sec. 2. If two or more amendments are proposed, they shall be submitted in such manner
that the electors shall vote for or against each of them separately."
Does "two-thirds of all the members" mean two-thirds of the members elected?
285 State v. Brooks, 17 Wyo. 344, 352 et seq., 99 Pac. 874 (igog). See zo Univ. Chi. L. Rev.
142, 144, n. io (i.a).
286 Wyo. Const. art. 6, §§ 1-12 int.
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length and difficulty, and then for its subsequent futility. Apparently,
therefore, administrative- officialt in Wyoming have applied the decision
of the Wyoming Supreme Court in the Brooks case in the only practical
way in which it can be applied. Apparently, also, if the proposition has
been presented to lawyers concerning a contest of amendments which
have been declared to be adopted, they have concluded that the Wyoming
Supreme Court would probably not insist upon a rigid adherence to the
language used in the Bilooks case.
The result of these, observations is. that Wyoming, in the adoption of
constitutional'amendments, is in the same category as Illinois, but, as will
be later observed, the voters inWyoming generally have shown more in-
terest in voting upon constitutional amendments than have the voters in
Illinois. Moreover, thereis no limit in Wyoming on the number of amend-
ments that may be submitted at a particular election.
Article XX, Section 3,2 , .of the Wyoming constitution provides for the
calling of a constitutional coivention. Inorder to do so, however, two-
thirds of the members elected to each branch of the legislature must rec-
ommend a convention to the electors. If, at the next general election, "a
majority of all the electors voting at such election" vote for a convention,
then the next legislature shall provide for a convention. It will be observed
that this provision makes certain what is left uncertain in Section i con-
cerning amendments, For it is expressly provided that the majority to se-
cure a convention must be a majority of -all the electors voting at a gen-
eral election, not a majority of all the electors in the state, whether voting
or not. Also it will be observed that Section 3 places Wyoming in the same
class asfllinois for the purpose of securing a constitutional convention.
A constitutional convention has not been assembled in Wyoming since
the convention that framed its one and only constitution, just prior to its
admission to statehood. Section 4 of Article XX provides briefly as follows:
"Any constitution adopted by such convention shall have no validity until
it has been submitted to and adopted by the people." This provision by
itself seems to contemplate that a constitutional convention shall confine
its work to framing an entirely. new constitution. If it should be so con-
strued, Section 4 is likely to prove to be unfortunate in its language. The
287 "Whenever two-thirds of the members elected to each branch of the legislature shall
,deem it necessary to call a convention to revise or amend this constitution, they 'shall recom-
mend to the electors to vote at the next general election for or against a convention, and if a
majority of all the electors voting at such election shall have voted for a convention, the legis-
lature shall at the next session provide by law for calling the same; and such convention shall
consist of a number of members, not less than double that of the most numerous branch of the
legislature."
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adoption of an entirely new constitution by a single vote is seldom re-
quired these days, and under modern conditions it is very difficult to ob-
tain such action. To be highly useful, a constitutional convention should
be permitted to submit amendments to the existing constitution. Section
3, however, provides for a convention "to revise or amend this constitu-
tion." This language may be sufficient to avoid the difficulties just men-
tioned.
It will also be observed that Section 4 contains no expression as to how
the new constitution is to be submitted, or, by what majority it must be
ratified. It is one thing to submit a new constitution at a special election,
and quite another thing to submit it at a general election. Since there is
no restriction upon submittal at a special election or upon adoption by a
majority of those voting on the question at either a general or a special
election, a guess is ventured that these things would be within the power
of a constitutional convention.211
Aside, however, from constitutional provisions, there is a provision in
the Wyoming statutes concerning special elections, that may be of con-
siderable importance even though, so far as is known, it has not been used
in Wyoming. Section 36-2O4e89 provides: "Whenever any question is to be
brought before and decided by the electors of Wyoming, the governor
may call a special election, which shall be conducted the same as a special
election called to fill a vacancy in the office of representative in Congress."
"Any question" would seem to include constitutional propositions, wheth-
er a legislatively proposed amendment or a proposed new constitution.
But the inclusion of such an amendment would seem to conflict with Sec-
tion i of Article XX of the constitution, which provides that a legislatively
proposed amendment shall be submitted "at the next general election."
In the absence of any interpretation of Section 36-204, it is concluded
that it would not be possible to submit such a proposed constitutional
amendment in Wyoming at a special election. However, it is believed that
this section would permit the submission of a new constitution, and possi-
bly amendments proposed by a constitutional convention, under Section 3
2
88 The Wyoming constitution was adopted at a special election on the first Tuesday in
November, 1889. The official ballot contained: "For the constitution-Yes. No." and the fol-
lowing instruction: "All persons who desire to vote for the constitution may erase the word
'No.' All persons who desire to vote against the constitution may erase the word 'Yes."' But
there was an alternative provision: "Any person may have printed or written on his ballot
only the words: 'For the Constitution' or 'Against the Constitution,' and such ballots shall be
counted for or against the constitution accordingly." It would seem that this alternative pro-
vision made it possible for parties, groups, and individuals, to prepare and distribute the type
of ballot they desired. See Art. XXI, § 7.
289 Wyoming R. S. 1931.
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of Article XX of the constitution, to a special election. If so, Wyoming
may have a way out if it ever finds itself in a constitutional bog similar to
the one into which the great state of Illinois has sunk.
Chapter 27 of the Wyoming statutes 9 ° provides for the mechanics by
which legislatively proposed constitutional amendments are to be sub-
mitted to the electors and the method of voting upon them. Section 27-
io6 provides that there shall be a separate official ballot for the proposed
amendments. It is also provided that the paper upon which the ballot is to
be printed is to be the same in color and quality as the regular official bal-
lot containing the names of candidates. It is also provided that this sepa-
rate ballot shall contain each proposed amendment, if there is more than
one, in the order of its number, and the subject of it and the words "yes"
and "no" so arranged that a voter can make his choice by marking a cross
following the -word which expresses his wishes. The "proper election offi-
cer" has the duty to deliver this separate ballot to the voter "and to see
that the same is returned by such voter and deposited in a separate ballot
box provided for that purpose." Despite this command, it will be observed
that an excessive number of the voters have not voted on constitutional
amendments, except on the question of prohibition.
This plan of using a separate ballot to vote on constitutional amend-
ments appears to have first come into the Wyoming statutes in 19o9.91
Prior to i909, the statute enacted in I895,292 and later placed in the
Wyoming Revised Statutes of 1899,293 provided that constitutional
amendments should be placed on Ike "official" ballot. By this was meant
the ballot that contained the na~mes of the candidates. This is made clear
by Section 289, R. S. 1899, which, after providing for printing the names of
the candidates on the ballot, states: "Fourth-Any proposed constitu-
tional amendments or other questions to be submitted to the electors for
popular vote, shall be printed at the foot of the ballot in such convenient
place as to be readily distinguishable." All known experience, however,
demonstrates that placing amendments "at the foot of the ballot" made
these amendments very obscure to most voters.2 94 And. in Wyoming the
amendments submitted before the separate ballot law was passed were
291 Ibid.
291 Session Laws of Wyoming I9O9, ch. 22, p. 28. This appears in the i91o Revised Statutes
as Section 3594, which seems to conflict with Section 2184 (Fourth), which was the same as




292 Session Laws of Wyoming, x895, ch. 49, § 6.
293 Division one, title 21, ch. 4, § 2704.
294 Compare the experience in Illinois and Ohio, supra, note 211.
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neglected and not voted upon by large percentages of the voters. The suc-
cess that Wyoming has had has followed the enactment of the separate
ballot law, and this is another item of evidence to show the value of a
separate ballot for constitutional propositions.
It is also interesting that the Wyoming legislature, in 191i, in submit-
ting a proposed initiative and referendum amendment provided that it
should be submitted on the "general ballot upon which are the names of
the candidates for offices at the next general election. '295 No provision was
made as to the portion of the general ballot on which this amendment
should appear, and where it appeared, whether at the foot or elsewhere, is
not known. The amendment received strong support. The percentage of
voters (8.i per cent) who voted against it was small. But the percentage of
voters who did not vote on the amendment (43.2 per cent) was almost as
large as the percentage who voted yes. It seems to be a plausible guess
that the initiative and referendum amendment would have been adopted
if it had been submitted on a separate ballot.
After an amendment is adopted the governor shall issue his proclama-
tion announcing that fact.
Table 21 presents the facts concerning legislatively proposed constitu-
tional amendments in Wyoming.296 A consideration of this table dis-
closes that twenty-nine amendments were submitted to the voters. Twelve
were ratified and thus adopted. Only three were defeated; but fourteen
were not adopted. Thus, the Wyoming voters, despite their restrictive
manner of adopting amendments, have ratified better than 41 per cent of
those submitted. Why have they been able to do this while Illinois voters
have sunk into a constitutional bog? The main answer seems to be that
usually a larger percentage of the Wyoming voters are interested in, and
vote upon, constitutional amendments. But it will be observed that, aside
from schools, tax and debt increasing amendments, when not involving
29S Session Laws of Wyoming, 19xi, ch. 52, § 3.
296 This table was mainly compiled from information contained in the official directory
issued each odd-numbered year by the Wyoming Secretary of State. Additional information
was also obtained from Dodd, op. cit. supra note io, at 344, from the Wyoming Session Laws
and Revised Statutes, and from Lester C. Hunt and Mart T. Christensen, Secretaries of State
of Wyoming. It is clear from these sources that Wyoming executives and legislative officials
interpret the Wyoming constitution to mean that an amendment to it is ratified if it has re-
ceived a majority of the total vote cast at the general election at which the amendment is sub-
mitted. The total number of electors existing in the state at the time of the general election
does not enter into their calculations. The official directories vary somewhat. Some state the total
vote at the elections and some state merely the vote necessary to adopt a particular amendment.
In the latter event by subtracting one from the figure and multiplying the result by two, the
total vote is obtained, except, it seems, where the necessary vote is not divisible by two. In that
event, only a half of one is to be subtracted before multiplying by two.




Year, Total Vote Cast Vote for Vote against but Not
at Election, and Proposed Proposed Voting for Result
Description o Amendment Amendment or against
Proposed Amendment Proposed
Amendment
190o: Total vote 25,459
Permitting counties to 5,435 2,170 17,853 Not adopted
refund indebtedness (21.4%) (8.5% (7o-1/)
in excess of consti-
tutional limitation
1904:297 Total vote 30,641
Increasing salaries of 5,126 ii,I35 14,380 Defeated
judges (16.7%) (36.4%) (46.9%)
i9o8: Total vote 37,56i
Constituency of state 12, 16o 1,363 24,038 Not adopted
board of equalization (32.4%) (3.6%) (64.o%)
19io: Total vote 37,926
Create state board of 24,429 4,941 6,55o Adopted
equalization (64.4%) (W3 .o%) (22.6%)
1912: Total vote 42,296
Initiative and referen- 20,579 3,446 I8, 271 Not adopted
dum (48.7%) (8.i%) (43.2%)
1914: Total vote 44,877
Workmen's compensa- 24,258 3,915 M6,74 -Adopted
tibn (54.0%) (8.770) (37.3%)
Sixty-day session for 16,996 8,479 i9,402 Not adopted
legislature (37.8%) (18.9%) (43.3%)
Special tax on livestock 20,419 8,33f 16,127 Not adopted
to destroy wild ani- (45.5%) (i8.5%). (36.o%)
mals
Donations; internal im- 16,882 7,507 !20,488 Not adopted
provements; state (37.5%) (17.0%) (45-5%)
work on highway
x916: Total vote 54,o8o
Authorizing investment 41,798 3,861 8,421 Adopted
of state public school (77.3%) (7.I%) (I5.6%)
funds in farm
mortgages
Construction and' im- 43,643 2,987 7,450 Adopted
provement of state (8o. 8%) (5-5%) (13.7%)
highways
1918: Total vote 44,338
Prohibition 31,439 10,200 2,699 Adopted
(71.0%) (22.9%) (6. I%)
Special tax on livestock 22,011 10,499 11,828 Not adopted
for inspection, pro- (49- 6%) (23.7%) (26.7%)
tection, and in-
demnity
297 Dodd, op. cit. supra note io, at 344, states that the total x9o4 vote was 30,909; the 1907
Wyoming official directory states 31,567; and the 19o9, x91, 19r3, and ig9S directories state
30, 641.
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TABLE 21-Contin ed
Voting at
ElectionYear, Total Vote Cast Vote for Vote against but Not
at Election, and Proposed Proposed Voting for Result




Districj judge to sit on 27,5Io 4,623 12,205 Adopted
supreme court in (62.0%) (io.5%) (27.5%)
event of illness of ajustice
1920: Total vote 60,650
Increase in municipal 18,893 21,66x 20,096 Defeated
tax levy (32.0%) (35-7%) (33-3%)
Extra indebtedness for 36,721 12,178 11,751 Adopted
school districts (60. 5%) (20.0%) (I9.5%)
Extra state indebted- 28,504 15,393 x 6,753 Not adopted
ness for highways (47.0%) (25.4%) (27.6%)
Extra county indebted- 28,393 r4,727 17,530 Not adopted
ness for roads and (46.7%) (24.3%) (29.0%)
bridges
Authorizing state debt 24,464 16,698 19,488 Not adopted
in excess of taxes for (40.4%) (27.4%) (32.2%)
current year to con-
struct highways
Special tax on livestock 21,523 18,7o1 20,426 Not adopted
for inspection and (35.5%) (30.9%) (33.6%)
protection
1922: Total vote 64,864
Fixing the limit on 30,560 22,425 x1,879 Not adopted
salaries of three (47.0%) (34.6%) (8.4%)
county officers
Consolidation of two 33,163 12,477 19,224 Adopted
state land boards (5-.%) (I9.3%) (29.6%)
1924: Total vote 84,822
Severance tax on mines 39,09 27,795 17,918 Not adopted
(46.0%) (32.7%) (21.3%)
Authorizing one-third of 50,903 27,942 15,977 Adopted
mineral royalties from (6o.0%) (212.2%) (i8.8%)
lease of school lands
to support schools
1934: Total vote 96,593
Manufacture and sale of 71,126 22,404 3,o63 Adopted
intoxicating liquor (73.6%) (23.2%) (3.2%)
permitted
x936: Total vote xo5,074
Authorizing exchange of 52,007 27,225 25,952 Not adopted
state land for United (49.5%) (25.8%) (24.7%)
States land
2938: Total vote 98,194
Interest on deposited 54,180 22,702 21,312 Adopted
public funds (55.2%) (23.1%) (21.7%)
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TABLE 21-Continued
Voting at
Year, Total Vote tElection
at Election, ad Vote for Vote against but NotDesction Proposed Proposed Voting for ResultDescription of Amendment Amendment or against
Proposed Amendment Proposed
Amendment
194o: Total vote 113,942
Construction of internal 62,871 29,389 21,682 Adopted
improvements for (55.2%) (25.8%) ( 9 .0%)
conservation of water
Salaries of county 37,847 53,898 22,197 Defeated
officers (33.2%) (47.3%) (I9-5%)
school financing, have not been generally adopted. Neither have amend-
ments concerning official salaries. Wyoming may yet regret its restrictive
provision on the adoption of amendments.,
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
By one method or another Alabama, Arkansas, Indiana, Nebraska, and
Ohio have left the group of states which have the restrictive and rigid re-
quirement that in order to amend their constitutions, it is necessary for a
proposed amendment to secure the favorable vote of a majority of all
electors who vote for any person or proposition at a general election.
These states have joined the vast majority of the states which permit an
amendment to be adopted, if it secures a favorable majority of those who
vote on the particular amendment. This method is adhered to by forty
states. Delaware permits amendment by the action of its legislature with-
out the requirement of popular ratification. On the other hand, New
Hampshire has no provision for legislatively proposed amendments; but
it provides for constitutional conventions on a basis that appears to be
distinctive to New Hampshire.
The remaining six states-Illinois, Minnesota, Mississippi, Oklahoma,
Tennessee, and Wyoming-generally require a legislatively proposed con-
stitutional amendment to secure a favorable majority of all electors who
vote in a general election for any person or proposition. The peculiarities
in these six states have already been discussed. Except for certain types of
amendments, Wyoming has had no great cause for grief, for the simple
reason that more Wyoming voters have taken an interest in their govern-
mental problems than have voters in Illinois. Minnesota has had less suc-
cess with the restrictive method than Wyoming; but, except for certain
types of amendments, its success has been fair, due to the interest of its
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voters, a separate ballot, no limit on the number of amendments, repeated
submission of them, and the ease with which its legislature can pass an
amendment to the voters.
Oklahoma apparently would be in about the same sad status as Illinois
if it had not been for the device of submitting amendments at special elec-
tions. That has been the main factor in preventing Oklahoma from sinking
into a constitutional bog.
Mississippi is in a class by itself. The fate of constitutional amendments
is determined in that state by what amounts to a special election, appar-
ently attended in the main by the very small number of voters who are
particularly interested in political affairs and who apparently have noth-
ing to decide that is seriously contested except the fate of these constitu-
tional amendments.
Tennessee takes the ribbon, whatever color it may be, for the most rigid
and restrictive provision on the adoption of legislatively proposed amend-
ments to its constitution. But it has a very easy way to constitutional re-
form by summoning a constitutional convention whenever it wishes to
make use of it. There is no occasion to force the voters to modernize their
constitution if they are well satisfied with what they have. And that ap-
pears to have been the case in Tennessee.
Illinois, everything considered, is in the worst position of any state in
the Union. A majority of its voters who have any ideas to express have
frequently shown that they think that their constitution is in need of a
general revision. But, owing to the rigid and restrictive provisions for a
revision or amendment, Illinois flounders around in its constitutional mo-
rass. It is a ridiculous spectacle for what is supposed to be one of the great
states in the United States. Only one judgment can be uttered: Illinois has
been politically backward and heaven alone knows when it will become
ashamed of itself and exhibit political astuteness. There are ways out of
the morass whenever Illinois secures the political leadership that can over-
come the forces that believe in a relatively static society.
APPENDIX A
Instead of setting forth the citations of the sections of all state consti-
tutions which deal with amendment and constitutional conventions, it has
been decided to refer to Vol. III of the New York State Constitutional
Convention Committee (1938), which contains the constitutions of the
states and United States, and also to the Book of the States (1941-42),
published by The Council of State Governments, pp. 45-55-
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APPENDIX B
LEGISLATIVE RATIFICATION CONVENTION METHOD
PROPOSAL POPUIR
RATIFICATION
STATE INiTrA- Major- Major- Legis- Popular OF
First Second TIVE ity ity at t Vote to CONVENTION's
Legis- Legis2  upon Elec- ative Call Con- WORK
lature lature Issue tion Vote vention
Wz (2) (3) (4) (s) (6) (7) (3)
Alabama ...... 3/5 yes* * MI E2  not required
Arizona ....... M yes yes M 113
Arkansas ...... M yes yes* * no provision
California ..... 2/3 yes yes 2/3 I
Colorado ...... 2/3 yes yes 2/34 IConnecticut .... 2/3 yes 6  no provision
Delaware ..... 2/3 2/3 7 2/3 I not req.
Florida ........ 3/5 yes 2/3 I not req.
Georgia ....... 2/3 yes 2/3 8 not req.
Idaho ......... 2/3 yes 2/3 E A9
Illinois ........ 2/3 yes 2/3 E I
Indiana ........ M M yes* no provision
Iowa .......... M M yes M,R-' I not req.
Kansas ........ 2/3 yes 2/3 E not req.
Kentucky ..... 3/5 yes M-M1[ I not req.
Louisiana ...... 2/3 yes no provision
Maine.. . ..... 2/3 yes 2/3 fno prov. not req.
Maryland ..... 3/5 yes R I E I
Massachusetts. M12  M yes'3 , yes no provision
* Formerly a majority of all voting at a general election was required; but, by either amendment or decision,
this requirement was changed, so that now a majority of those voting on the issue is sufficient.
- "M" (majority) means that a majority -of those elected to each house is required.
2 "E" (election) means that a majority of all voting at a general election is required to call a convention.
"I" (issue) means that a majority of the voters voting upon the issue of whether or not a convention shall be
called, or its work approved, is sufficient to call the convention, or approve the work.
, In Colorado and Oregon the question of calling a convention may also be submitted to the electorate by
initiative.
s In Connecticut the resolution to amend must pass the House of Representatives only by a majority vote.
The Senate does not consider it at this time. It must pass both houses of the next legislature by a two-thirds vote.
In Connecticut the proposed amendment must be approved by a majority of those participating in town
meetings. But this is regarded as substantially the same as a majority voting upon the issue at a general election.
7In Delaware no popular vote is necessary to ratify an amendment adopted by either the legislative or by
the convention method.
a In Georgia a convention may be called by a two-thirds vote of the legislature without the need of that issue
being submitted to the electorate.
9 'A" (ambiguous) indicates that the constitutional provision regarding the popular vote upon the convention's
work is ambiguously worded or otherwise not clear. For instance, sn Idaho it is provided that "any Constitution
adopted by such convention, shall have no validity until it has been submitted to, and adopted by, the people."
In cases (e.g., Illinois) in which it is clearly manifest that the submission may be at a special election, an 'I" and
not an "A' 'will appear in this column.
l R" (routine submiision) indicates that the constitution requires that at stated intervals the question of
calling a convention to make or propose amendments be submitted to popular vote. The intervals are: Iowa, every
ten years; Maryland, every twenty years; Michigan, every sixteen years; Missouri, every twenty years; New
Hampshire, every seven years; New York, every twenty years; Ohio, every twenty years; and Oklahoma, every
twenty years. The presence of both the "M," "23," or "3 " and the "R," as in the case of Iowa and other states,
indicates that a proposal to call a convention may be submitted to the vofers at other times in addition to the
required occasions.
-- In Kentucky a resolution to submit to the electorate the question of calling a convention must be passed
by a majority vote of each house of two successive legislatures; and the electors voting for it must equal one-fourth
of the electors who voted at the last preceding general election.
"In Massachusetts a legislatively proposed amendment must pass two successive legislatures by a majority of
all members, voting not in each house but sn a joint session of the two houses, before it is submitted to popular vote.
" In Massachusetts an amendment proposed by initiative petition may be withheld from popular vote, or may
be amended and thus submitted by a three-fourths vote of all the members of two successive legislatures voting
in a joint session of the two houses. If not amended and passed, or withheld by a three-fourths vote, an initiated
amendment can be passed by one-fourth of two successive legislatures in joint session. The Massachusetts provi-
sions are too complicated for full recitation here.
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APPENDIX B-Continued
LEGISIATIVE RATIFICATION CONVENTION METHOD
PROPOSAL POPULeR
P__TIFICA'TION
INITIA- Major- Major- Legis- Popular OFSTATE First Second TIVE ity ity at lati Vote to COETIoN's
Legis- Legis- upon Elec- Vote Call Con- WORK
lature lature Issue tion vention
(x) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Michigan ...... 2/3 yes yes R 14 I
Minnesota ..... M yes 2/3 E not req.
Mississippi ..... 2/3 yes'is  no provision
Missouri ....... .M yes yes MR I I
Montana ...... 2/3 yes 2/3 I I
Nebraska ...... 3/516 yes yes*73 * /5 E I
Nevada ........ M M yes yes 2/3 E not req.
New Hampshire no provision R E 2/3 118
New Jersey .... M M yes no provision
New Mexico .... M19 yes 2/3 I A
New York ..... M M yes MR I I
North Carolina 3/520 yes 2/3 I not req.
North Dakota M yes yes no provision
Ohio .......... 3/5 yes yes* 2/3 R I I
Oklahoma ...... M1" yes yes M,R I I
Oregon ........ M yes yes M22 I not req.
Pennsylvania... M M yes no provision23
'4 In addition to a periodical submission of the question, Michigan provides that the question of the general
revision of its constitution shall be submitted "at such other times as may be provided by law." The convention
is called if a majority of "such" electors "voting at such election" shall decide in favor of a convention. It would
appear that this election could be a special election.
S After an amendment has been adopted by the electors in Mississippi, the constitution provides that "it shall
be inserted at the next succeeding session of the legislature as a part of the constitution and not otherwise." What
would be the status of an amendment that was adopted but not inserted has not been determined.
"1 In Nebraska a resolution proposing a constitutional amendment, or the calling of a constitutional convention,
must pass the unicameral legislature by a three-fifths vote.
7 In Nebraska a proposed amendment to be ratified must receive more favorable votes than those opposed, but
also the affirmative votes must be at least 35 per cent of the total vote cast at the election at which the proposed
amendment is voted upon.
-, In New Hampshire alterations proposed by a convention are submitted to the electorate at town meetings,
and must be ratified by two-thirds of those voting for or against ratification before they become effective.
" In New Mexico legislatively proposed amendments dealing with speed sections concerning the elective
franchise and education must be proposed by a three-fourths vote of each house of the legislature and ratified by a
"three-fourths vote of the electors voting in the whole state and at least two-thirds of those voting in each county."
Section i of the amending article can only be changed by a constitutional convention.
2a See comment concerning North Carolina in so Univ. of Chi. L. Rev. 142, 146 (1943).
- In Oklahoma and Tennessee submission of leislatively proposed amendments may be at a special election.
But in Oklahoma a special election cannot be held unless the legislature so votes by a two-thirds majority. The
Oklahoma provisions are complicated. See the discussion supra.
"See note 4 supra.
"In both Pennsylvania and Rhode Island an interesting doctrine has been announced. In each state it has
been held that, notwithstanding the failure of the constitution to provide for the calling of a convention to propose
constitutional amendments or a new constitution, the legislature may provide for the calling of a convention. In
Pennsylvania several steps must occur: (I) the legislature passes a resolution taking the sense of the people as to
whether a convention should be called; (2) a favorable popular vote is cast; (3) the legislature passes a resolution
calling the convention and the election of delegates; (4) the amendments drafted by this convention are submitted
to popular vote for approval or rejection. In Rhode Island the supreme court, in answer to questions propounded
to st by the legislature under the advisory opinion provision of the state constitution, has ruled that the legislature
may call a convention without first submitting to the voters the question as to whether one should be called. The
delegates must be selected by a popular vote. The method of amendment provided for in the constitution was re-
garded as not exclusive. Sovereignty is in the people, and they have the inherent power to amend their constitutionthrough their representatives in a convention and by ratifying the work of that body. Wells v. Bamn, 7 ; Pa. 39,
.S Am. Rep. 563 (-874); Wood's Appeal, 75 Pa. 59 (5874); Armstrong v. King, 8c Pa. 507, 219, ass, s26 AtI. 263
(1924); In re the Constitutional Convention, 55 R. .6, 178 At. 433 (1935), overrling In re the Constitutional
Convention, I R . 649 (1883).
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LEGISLATIVE RATFICATION CONVENTrION METHOD
PROPOSAL POPULAR
RATIFCATION
TEINA- Major- Major- Legis- Pqpular OF
First Second TIVE ity at ity le Vote to CONVENTION'S
Legis- Legis- Elec- upon Vte Call Con- Wox
lature lature tion Issue Vote vention
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) ()
Rhode Island... M M yes 24  no provision
South Carolina. 2/3 M2S yes 2/3 E not req.
South Dakota.. M yes 2/3 E not req.
Tennessee ...... M 2/3 yes M 126 not req.
Texas ........ .. 2/3 yes no provision
Utah .......... 2/3 yes 2/3 1 E E
Vermont ....... 27 M yes no provision
Virginia ........ M M yes M I not req.
Washington .... 2/3 yes 2/3 E A
West Virginia.. 2/3 yes M 129 A
Wisconsin ...... M M yes M I not req.
Wyoming ...... 2/3 yes 2/3 E A
"In Rhode Island a legislatively proposed amendment must be approved by three-fifths of the electors of the
state present and voting thereon in town and ward meetings. See, also, note 23 supra.
" South Carolina has the unusual provision that to adopt a legislatively proposed amendment, whichhas been
ratified by the electors, it is necessary for a majority of each branch of the next general assembly to ratify the same
amendment.
26 By reason of the decision in Derryberry v. State Board, S5o Tern. 52S, 266 S. W. 1o2 (1924).
7 In Vermont an amendment must be proposed by the Senate and then pass the first legislature by a two-thirds
vote of the Senate and a majority of the House. At the next legislature it must pass each house by a majority.
Amendments may be proposed only once every ten years.
The West Virginia provision is: "And such convention shall not be held unless a majority of the votes cast at
such polls be in favor of calling the same." But the question can be submitted at a special election and apparently it
cannot be submitted at a general election.
The material contained in this table and in the notes thereto has been taken from the texts of constitutional
provisions and court opinions, and has been compared: (I) with information in an article entitled "Amendment
and Revision of State Contitutions," by Charles C. Rohlfing, in the Annals of the American Academy of Political
and Social Science, September, 1935, at i8o-87; (2) with The Book of the States (1941-42), The Council of State
Governments; (3) with tables contained in an unpublished thesis by Rodney B. Chipp entitled, "Fundamental
Attitude of the American People Regarding the Amending Process," (1938), Library of Congress Number J. K 2421;
(4) with a mimeographed memorandum issued by the Illinois Agricultural Association; and (s) with Constitutions
of the States and United States, New York State Constitutional Convention Committee (1938), vol. iii.
